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ABSTRACT

Context. Previous studies of open clusters have shown that lithium depletion is not only strongly age dependent but also shows a complex
pattern with other parameters that is not yet understood. For pre- and main-sequence late-type stars, these parameters include metallicity, mixing
mechanisms, convection structure, rotation, and magnetic activity.
Aims. We perform a thorough membership analysis for a large number of stars observed within the Gaia-ESO survey (GES) in the field of 20 open
clusters, ranging in age from young clusters and associations, to intermediate-age and old open clusters.
Methods. Based on the parameters derived from the GES spectroscopic observations, we obtained lists of candidate members for each of the
clusters in the sample by deriving radial velocity distributions and studying the position of the kinematic selections in the EW(Li)-versus-Teff

plane to obtain lithium members. We used gravity indicators to discard field contaminants and studied [Fe/H] metallicity to further confirm the
membership of the candidates. We also made use of studies using recent data from the Gaia DR1 and DR2 releases to assess our member selections.
Results. We identified likely member candidates for the sample of 20 clusters observed in GES (iDR4) with UVES and GIRAFFE, and conducted
a comparative study that allowed us to characterize the properties of these members as well as identify field contaminant stars, both lithium-rich
giants and non-giant outliers.
Conclusions. This work is the first step towards the calibration of the lithium–age relation and its dependence on other GES parameters. During
this project we aim to use this relation to infer the ages of GES field stars, and identify their potential membership to young associations and stellar
kinematic groups of different ages.

Key words. open clusters and associations: general – stars: late-type – stars: abundances – techniques: spectroscopic

1. Introduction

Lithium is a very fragile element that is easily destroyed in stel-
lar interiors, burning at temperatures above ∼2.5 × 106 K, corre-
sponding to the temperature at the base of the convective zone of
a solar-mass star on the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS; Siess
et al. 2000). For this reason, lithium is slowly being depleted
and its surface abundance decreases over time in solar-type
and lower mass stars (Jeffries et al. 2014; Bouvier et al. 2016;
Lyubimkov 2016). According to standard stellar models, low-
mass stars show lithium depletion increasing with decreasing
mass, while stars more massive than the Sun undergo little or
no depletion, and very low-mass stars show no depletion at all,
given that their central temperature never reaches the Li burning
point (Jones et al. 1999). An additional contribution of surface
lithium abundance can also be detected for some stars, such

⋆ Based on observations collected with ESO telescopes at the La Silla
Paranal Observatory in Chile, for the Gaia-ESO Large Public Spectro-
scopic Survey (188.B-3002, 193.B-0936).
⋆⋆ All tables in Appendix C are only available at the CDS via anony-
mous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http:
//cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/cat/J/A+A/643/A71

as Li-rich giants. Given the low stellar temperatures necessary
to destroy lithium in stellar interiors, these Li-rich stars would
require extra non-standard mixing mechanisms to account for
the additional lithium detected on their surfaces (see Sect. 4).

Because it only survives in the outer layers of a star1,
lithium is a very sensitive tracer of stellar evolution and non-
standard mixing mechanisms in stellar interiors (see e.g., Sestito
& Randich 2005; Castro et al. 2016), and is particularly relevant
for studies of the evolution of low-mass stars and for the deter-
mination of the age of stellar clusters. Cluster ages determined
in this way are less subject to systematic uncertainties than ages
derived from other methods (e.g., Hobbs & Pilachowski 1986;
Oliveira et al. 2003; Soderblom et al. 2014).

As most stars do not form individually, but inside clusters
and associations, the study of clusters of different ages (from a
few Myr to several Gyr) and chemical compositions is essen-
tial to understand star formation and evolution. In addition to
this, open clusters are very useful tracers when studying the
formation and evolution of the Galaxy, especially the spatial

1 And in fully convective stars the surface abundance of Li is rapidly
depleted when the core reaches the Li-burning temperature.
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distribution of elemental abundances in the Galactic thin disc
and their evolution with time (e.g., Friel 1995; Smiljanic et al.
2014; Magrini et al. 2015; Netopil et al. 2016; Casali et al. 2019).

While standard models of stellar evolution including convec-
tion as the only mixing mechanism (e.g., Soderblom et al. 1990)
predict that stellar Li abundances should only be a function of
effective temperature and age, observations of solar and late-
type stars in open clusters of different ages show that lithium
depletion depends also on a series of other factors, such as
metallicity, rotation, mixing mechanisms, convection structure,
mass loss and magnetic activity (e.g., Deliyannis et al. 1990;
Soderblom et al. 1993; Ventura et al. 1998; Jones et al. 1999;
Randich et al. 2002; Charbonnel & Talon 2005; Pallavicini et al.
2005; Bouvier 2008). This indicates the presence of additional
non-standard mixing processes, such as rotational mixing, dif-
fusion, mass loss or gravitational waves, in addition to convec-
tion (e.g., Duncan 1981; Soderblom et al. 1995; Pallavicini et al.
1997). Even though a large amount of theoretical and observa-
tional work has been dedicated to the understanding of Li and its
evolution (e.g., Sestito & Randich 2005), current available data
have shown a complex pattern of Li depletion in pre- and main-
sequence stars that is not yet understood. The most precise way
to calibrate these effects is to conduct a comprehensive study of
stellar groups with similar ages, such as open clusters, associa-
tions, and kinematic groups.

In the present work we use lithium, among other criteria, to
constrain the cluster membership of a series of open clusters and
associations using data from the Gaia-ESO Survey (GES). The
membership analysis and calibration of the ages of open clus-
ters and associations is of great importance to study the lithium–
age relation (Soderblom 1983, 2010), which will allow us to
use lithium as an effective age indicator for the field stars from
GES whose age is still unknown. Thus, the ultimate aim of this
project, which will continue in a separate forthcoming paper (see
Sect. 7), is to use the spectroscopic observations obtained by
GES for a large number of stars in a wide sample of open clus-
ters and associations in order to apply this analysis of cluster
membership to calibrate this lithium–age relation and establish
its dependence on other parameters that can also be derived from
the GES observations. With this ultimate aim, we focus in this
work on presenting an analysis of membership for a data sample
of 20 GES open clusters.

The Gaia-ESO Survey (GES – Gilmore et al. 2012; Randich
et al. 2013)2 is a large public spectroscopic survey that pro-
vides a homogeneous overview of the distribution of kinematics,
dynamical structure and chemical compositions in the Galaxy
(Bergemann et al. 2014; Smiljanic et al. 2014). The survey
uses the multi-object spectrograph FLAMES on the Very Large
Telescope (ESO, Chile) to obtain high-quality, uniformly cali-
brated spectroscopy of about 105 stars, plus a sample of about
100 open clusters (OCs) and star-forming regions (SFRs) of all
ages, metallicities and stellar masses3. GES is unique among
other surveys for its depth, its UVES observations, and its
comprehensive data for open clusters. Combined with preci-
sion astrometry provided by Gaia, delivering accurate parallaxes
and proper motions, GES provides a rich dataset yielding 3D
spatial distributions, 3D kinematics, chemical abundances, and
improved fundamental parameters for all target objects (e.g.,
Beccari et al. 2018; Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2018; Randich et al.

2 https://www.gaia-eso.eu/
3 In the end GES observed 65 clusters, as well as analysing ESO
archive data for about 20 additional open clusters.

2018; Roccatagliata et al. 2018; Soubiran et al. 2018; Cánovas
et al. 2019; Bossini et al. 2019).

This paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 we discuss the
GES target selection and describe the spectral measurements we
initially took using the available GES data. Section 3 describes
our criteria on radial velocities (RV), atmospheric lithium con-
tent, surface gravity, and metallicity to identify likely clus-
ter members. In Sect. 4 we discuss the selection of giant and
non-giant (NG) outlier contaminants also obtained during the
membership process. In Sect. 5 we present our lists of candi-
date members for all clusters studied here (individual cluster
notes with more detailed information on the membership pro-
cess for each of the pre-selected clusters can be also found in
Appendix A). In Sect. 6 we present some further discussion of
our results. Finally, we summarise our results and discuss our
future work as part of this project in Sect. 7.

2. Data

GES observations are performed with the optical spectrograph
FLAMES at the VLT (Pasquini et al. 2002), providing both
high-resolution spectra with UVES (R = 47 000) of mainly sin-
gle FGK stars (e.g., Smiljanic et al. 2014; Frasca et al. 2015;
Lanzafame et al. 2015), and medium resolution spectra with
GIRAFFE (R = 5500–6500) of late-type (F to M) stars in the
PMS (pre-main sequence) or MS phase. The GIRAFFE/HR15N
setup is particularly useful when it comes to the study of young
stars considering that it covers both Hα and Li (6707.84 Å) spec-
tral regions. However, fundamental parameters such as Teff , log g
and [Fe/H] are less well determined in this wavelength range
than in other settings (e.g., Lanzafame et al. 2015). The WG10
and WG11 GES working groups (WGs) are focused on the
spectroscopic analysis of the GIRAFFE and UVES FGK stars,
respectively (e.g., Gilmore et al. 2012; Sacco et al. 2015), while
WG12 is dedicated to the analysis of stars in the fields of young
clusters using both UVES and GIRAFFE data.

The analysis is performed in cycles, after the reduction of
new spectra observed by GES. Recommended parameters are
defined by improving upon each new analysis by means of
updated input and methods using a calibration strategy described
in Pancino et al. (2017). At the end of each cycle, and after addi-
tional internal checks are made following the data homogeni-
sation, an internal data release (iDR) is produced and made
available to the GES consortium (e.g., Lanzafame et al. 2015).
The last internal data releases (iDR5, iDR6) include all the data
derived from the observations collected until the completion of
the survey, in January 2018.

For all the following analysis presented in this paper we used
the data provided by the fourth internal data release of GES
(iDR4). iDR4 is a full internal release within the GES consor-
tium available since February 2016, containing recommended
parameters, derived products (such as individual element abun-
dances or chromospheric activity), and radial and rotational
velocities for 38 clusters, both open and globular. We also note
that we decided to wait until iDR6 had been fully released
instead of upgrading our analysis with the iDR5 data (see
Sect. 7). We consider that there is not an appreciable differ-
ence between iDR4 and iDR5 (as opposed to iDR4 versus iDR6)
in regards to for example the number of clusters present in the
release: there are 47 clusters in iDR5 versus 38 in iDR4 – only 9
additional clusters, compared to the total of 80 in iDR6, 42 more
than in iDR4. We also note that, seeing as we focus in this study
on FGK stars, we discarded all stars with Teff > 7500 K from the
iDR4 sample.
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The output parameters resulting from the spectroscopic anal-
ysis of GES WGs are divided into raw, fundamental and derived
parameters: Raw parameters such as Hα emission and Li equiv-
alent widths (EWs) are directly measured on the input spectra.
Their values are used in the case of groups such as WG12 to opti-
mise the evaluation of the fundamental parameters (Teff , log g,
[Fe/H], projected rotational velocity (v sin i), veiling (r), and the
gravity-sensitive spectral index γ, Damiani et al. 2014). Lastly,
derived parameters (such as elemental abundances and chromo-
spheric activity indices), are those that require prior knowledge
of the fundamental parameters. Smiljanic et al. (2014) derived
parameters for UVES spectra of FGK stars, while Lanzafame
et al. (2015) did the same specifically for PMS stellar spectra.

As part of the analysis of iDR4 data conducted by the GES
UCM node (Lanzafame et al. 2015), during the course of this
study we analysed the UVES spectra and manually measured
the EWs of Li i λ6707.76 and adjacent Fe i λ6707.43 lines
(EW(Fe)). The initial EWs of these lines were measured with
the automatic tool tame (Tool for Automatic Measurement of
Equivalent Widths – Kang & Lee 2012; Tabernero et al. 2019).
This tool allowed us to discard all spectra with EW(Li) < 5 mÅ.
We then performed an individual analysis of each of the remain-
ing spectra by measuring the EW(Li) and EW(Fe) manually with
the iraf task splot (e.g., Smiljanic et al. 2014; Lanzafame
et al. 2015), using the tame values for comparison purposes.
With enough resolution (among other factors such as the lack
of broadening because of rotation), the Li line and the nearby
blends are distinguishable, and EW(Li) and EW(Fe) can be mea-
sured individually, deblending and adopting a Gaussian fitting
to the line profile. However, in the case of lower resolution
spectra only EW(Li i + Fe i) can be measured. EWs were cor-
rected as EW(Li) = EW(Li i + Fe i)−EW(Fe) in those cases
where the Li and Fe lines could not be resolved. EW(Fe) was
estimated using the ew f ind driver within moog code (Sneden
1973) and adopting the recommended stellar parameters4. We
also made use of the lithium measurements derived by the OACT
(Osservatorio Astrofisico di Catania) node,adding to our cluster
calibration analysis a number of GIRAFFE stars with no recom-
mended EW(Li) values in iDR4. This has been especially impor-
tant regarding the intermediate-age and old clusters considered
in this study, for which only a few UVES Li values were listed
in the iDR4 sample.

Our present sample from iDR4 includes 12493 UVES and
GIRAFFE spectra of 20 open clusters of ages ranging from
1 Myr to 5 Gyr. Given the nature of our particular study, we dis-
carded the 12 old globular clusters out of the 38 clusters in iDR4,
as lithium cannot be used as a youth indicator in those cases.
Of the remaining 26 we also discarded six young and interme-
diate open clusters during our analysis (NGC 2264, NGC 2451,
NGC 3532, NGC 3293, NGC 6530, and Trumpler 14) as a result
of the data suffering from the contamination of nebular lines,
which could affect the RV distributions and therefore our mem-
bership analysis (Klutsch et al., in prep.)5. The remaining 20
clusters that constitute our sample include two SFRs (1–3 Myr)
and five young clusters (10–38 Myr) with no nebulosity issues,
along with three intermediate clusters (251–500 Myr), and ten
old clusters (0.8–5 Gyr). In Sect. 3 we discuss the membership

4 More details about how the recommended EWs were determined,
as well as the associated errors, can be found in, e.g., Smiljanic et al.
(2014), Lanzafame et al. (2015), and Tabernero et al. (2019).
5 The reason for excluding those clusters with high differential nebu-
losity from this study is the fact that the survey is fiber-fed, and thus
subtraction of the nebular sky background is not a straightforward pro-
cedure (Bonito et al. 2013, 2020).

criteria followed to present the lists of initial candidate members
of all the clusters included in the sample.

A number of membership studies have already been con-
ducted and the authors identified potential members from the
GES data for most of the 20 clusters selected in the present paper
(Table 1). These studies have been of great use to evaluate the
goodness of our membership analysis by comparing our final
candidates with previous membership lists. Table 1 also lists
the age estimates and mean metallicities from the literature for
all clusters. We divided the sample clusters into groups accord-
ing to age: young (1–50 Myr), intermediate (50–700 Myr), and
old clusters (>700 Myr). As shown in the table, we differentiate
between publications that include membership studies, and the
few that only mention them and/or study them without taking
membership analysis primarily into account. In the individual
notes of Appendix A, where we present our results of cluster
membership, we reference these studies in more detail for each
of the clusters. These previous GES studies also provided their
mean properties. In particular we made use of their mean ages
(Table 1), RVs (Table 2), and metallicities (Tables 1 and 3).

3. Selection criteria and membership analysis

To obtain final lists of candidate members for the 20 clusters in
our sample, we conducted a homogeneous and coherent analysis
of their membership according to the following criteria:

– RV analysis (Sect. 3.1): We selected the RV candidates by
fitting the radial velocity distributions derived from GES for
each cluster using a two-sigma clipping method.

– Li content (Sect. 3.2): Any RV candidate is considered
a potential lithium member according to its locus in the
EW(Li)-versus-Teff diagrams.

– Gravity indicators (Sect. 3.3): We use the Kiel (log g-versus-
Teff) diagram to identify outliers, such as lithium-rich giant
stars and other field contaminants, which we disregard here-
after during our analysis. In the case of young clusters, we
mainly use the gravity indicator γ to effectively discard giant
contaminants.

– Metallicity (Sect. 3.4): An analysis of the metallicity distri-
butions for each cluster provides confirmation of the mem-
bership of the candidate stars.

– Gaia studies (Sects. 3.5 and 5): Finally, we made use of
additional studies conducted from Gaia DR1 and DR2 data
(Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2018; Randich et al. 2018; Soubiran
et al. 2018; Bossini et al. 2019; Cánovas et al. 2019) to fur-
ther confirm our candidate selections.

Regarding the order of criteria, for the young clusters, due to
their appreciable field contamination, we discarded all giant
contaminants using the γ index before performing the RV
analysis and obtaining lithium members. In addition, for the
intermediate-age and old clusters, we relied more on the study
of their metallicity distribution to ascertain final members from
the initial RV candidates, as a result of the increasing difficulty
in using lithium as a relevant criterion in this age range.

We also note that for all clusters we identified and discarded
a series of SB1 and SB2/3/4 binary stars, which can add signif-
icant contamination to our analysis. SB1s were excluded from
our kinematic analysis as they can strongly affect the observed
RV distributions, but we included them in the rest of our mem-
bership analysis as lithium measurements are not affected. On
the other hand, SB2/3/4s were fully discarded from our data sam-
ple for all clusters. These binary stars were identified using the
iDR4 data release metadata, as well as existing studies (Merle
et al. 2017, 2020).
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Table 1. Age estimates, mean metallicity, distance to the Sun, and GES membership studies from the literature for the 20 clusters in our sample.

Cluster Age [Fe/H] Distance References References References GES membership
(Myr) (dex) (kpc) ages [Fe/H] distance studies

ρ Oph 1–3 −0.08 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.01 1, 2 2 2 1, 2 (a), 3
Cha I 2 −0.07 ± 0.04 0.16 ± 0.02 4, 5, 6 2, 5 4, 5, 7, 8 2, 4, 5, 7, 8
γ Vel 10–20 −0.06 ± 0.02 0.35–0.40 2, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 26 2, 11 5, 7, 9, 12, 26 2, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 26
NGC 2547 35–45 −0.03 ± 0.06 0.36 ± 0.02 2, 5, 15, 16, 17, 26, 39 2 2, 5, 26 2, 5, 14, 15, 17, 22
IC 2391 36 ± 2 (b) −0.03 ± 0.02 0.16 ± 0.01 2, 15, 18, 19, 21, 23 2, 20, 21, 23 2, 19, 20, 21, 39 2, 14, 15, 22
IC 2602 35 ± 1 (b) −0.02 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.01 2, 15, 18, 21, 23 2, 21, 23 2, 21, 39 2, 14, 15, 22
IC 4665 38 ± 3 (b) 0.00 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.01 2, 15, 18, 21, 24, 25 2, 39 2, 24, 25 2, 14, 15, 22

NGC 2516 251 ± 3 (b) −0.06 ± 0.05 0.41 16, 18, 27, 28, 29 27, 28 29, 39 14, 15, 17, 27, 28
NGC 6705 300 ± 50 +0.16 ± 0.04 1.88 27, 28 27, 28, 48 30, 39 14, 27, 28, 31, 32 a, 33
NGC 4815 570 ± 70 +0.11 ± 0.01 2.40–2.90 27, 28, 34, 48 27, 28, 34, 48 34, 39 14, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34

NGC 6633 773 ± 10 (b) −0.01 ± 0.11 0.39 16, 18, 27, 28, 48 16, 27, 28, 35 48 30, 35, 39 14, 15, 27, 28
Trumpler 23 800 ± 100 +0.21 ± 0.04 2.20 27, 28, 36, 48 27, 28, 36, 48 36, 39 27, 28, 36
Berkeley 81 860 ± 100 +0.22 ± 0.07 3.00 27, 28, 32, 37, 48 27, 28, 37, 48 37, 39 14, 27, 28, 32
NGC 6005 973 ± 4 b +0.19 ± 0.02 2.70 18, 27, 28, 48 27, 28, 48 30, 39 14, 27, 28
NGC 6802 1000 ± 100 +0.10 ± 0.02 1.80 27, 28, 38, 48 27, 28, 38, 48 39 14, 27, 28, 38
Pismis 18 1200 ± 400 +0.22 ± 0.04 2.20 27, 28, 40, 48 27, 28, 48 39, 40 27, 28, 41
Trumpler 20 1500 ± 150 +0.10 ± 0.05 3.00 27, 28, 42 27, 28 39, 42 14, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 42, 43
Berkeley 44 1600 ± 300 +0.27 ± 0.06 1.80–3.10 27, 28, 44, 48 27, 28, 48 39, 44 14, 27, 28
M67 4000–4500 −0.01 ± 0.04 0.90 16, 45, 46 16, 48, 49, 50 30, 39, 47 . . .
NGC 2243 4000 ± 120 −0.38 ± 0.04 4.50 28, 48, 49, 51, 52 28, 48, 49, 51 31, 39, 51 14, 28

Notes. (a)GES studies that reference the clusters and/or study them without taking membership analysis primarily into account. (b)Updated cluster
ages using Gaia data, as listed by Bossini et al. (2019).
References. For cluster ages, metallicities, distances, and membership studies. For the reference values shown here we chose the latest or most
robust estimates for each cluster, while larger ranges taking into account more than one literature value are additionally cited in the individual
notes of Appendix A: (1) Rigliaco et al. (2016); (2) Spina et al. (2017); (3) Cánovas et al. (2019); (4) Spina et al. (2014a); (5) Sacco et al. (2015);
(6) López Martí et al. (2013); (7) Frasca et al. (2015); (8) Roccatagliata et al. (2018); (9) Jeffries et al. (2014); (10) Damiani et al. (2014); (11)
Spina et al. (2014b); (12) Franciosini et al. (2018); (13) Prisinzano et al. (2016); (14) Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018); (15) Randich et al. (2018);
(16) Sestito & Randich (2005); (17) Jackson et al. (2016); (18) Bossini et al. (2019); (19) Platais et al. (2007); (20) De Silva et al. (2013); (21)
Smiljanic et al. (2011); (22) Bravi et al. (2018); (23) Randich et al. (2001); (24) Martin & Montes (1997); (25) Jeffries et al. (2009); (26) Beccari
et al. (2018); (27) Jacobson et al. (2016); (28) Magrini et al. (2017); (29) Jeffries et al. (2001); (30) Kharchenko et al. (2005); (31) Magrini et al.
(2014); (32) Magrini et al. (2015); (33) Tautvaišienė et al. (2015); (34) Friel et al. (2014); (35) Jeffries et al. (2002); (36) Overbeek et al. (2017);
(37) Donati et al. (2014a); (38) Tang et al. (2017); (39) Dias et al. (2002); (40) Piatti et al. (1998); (41) Hatzidimitriou et al. (2019); (42) Donati
et al. (2014b); (43) Smiljanic et al. (2016); (44) Hayes & Friel (2014); (45) Pallavicini et al. (2005); (46) Richer et al. (1998); (47) Friel et al.
(2010); (48) Magrini et al. (2018); (49) Heiter et al. (2014); (50) Overbeek et al. (2016); (51) Jacobson et al. (2011); (52) Friel & Janes (1993).

3.1. Kinematic selection

Despite the fact that the spectroscopic targets in the field of the
clusters we are studying were photometrically selected to be
likely members, the GES sample also suffers from significant
field star contamination. Many of these outliers can be separated
from the cluster stars on the basis of their RVs (e.g., Cantat-
Gaudin et al. 2014; Friel et al. 2014). Thus, the analysis of the
distributions of radial velocity is decisive for estimating the clus-
ter membership on the basis of a first selection of their potential
kinematic candidates.

We obtained RV candidates for each cluster by studying each
of the velocity distributions of the RV measurements that were
derived from both the UVES and GIRAFFE spectra. First, we
discarded initial field outliers at the tails of each of the RV distri-
butions using the RStudio6 boxplot command7. We then fitted a
Gaussian curve to the resulting distribution by applying an iter-
ative two-sigma clipping procedure on the median (e.g., Donati
et al. 2014b; Friel et al. 2014). In the same way as the analysis

6 RStudio is an integrated development environment (IDE) for R, a
programming language for statistical computing and graphics.
7 This tool shows the interquartile range (IQR) in a box-and-whisker
plot, indicating the spread of the values in the distribution and the most
probable outliers. The demarcation line for outliers is 1.5× IQR – any
value lying more than 1.5 times the length of the box from either end is
considered to be a clear outlier of the distribution.

carried out by studies such as Friel et al. (2014), we minimise
the influence of the field star contaminants that could affect the
estimate of the average value by relying on the median of the
distribution, a more robust measure of the cluster velocity than
the mean, which is more significantly affected by the presence
of outliers in the distribution. After convergence is reached8,
this method results in final average velocities and dispersions
for each cluster. We consider as RV members all stars with RVs
lying within 2σ from the average cluster velocity provided by the
fit. In the specific case of those clusters that display two peaks
in their RV distributions (γ Vel and NGC 2547), we note that we
relied primarily on the member selections presented in the litera-
ture (Damiani et al. 2014; Jeffries et al. 2014; Spina et al. 2014b;
Frasca et al. 2015; Sacco et al. 2015; Prisinzano et al. 2016;
Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2018; Randich et al. 2018), as explained
in Sect. 5.

For the remaining 18 clusters analysed here, Table 2 presents
the mean velocity, dispersion, and RV membership intervals

8 The 2σ clipping algorithm proceeds as follows: We fitted the dis-
tribution with a Gaussian curve to calculate its median (m) and stan-
dard deviation (σ). All points smaller or larger than m±2σ are then
disregarded. This is repeated in an iterative manner until convergence
is reached and the obtained σ remains within a certain tolerance level
of the previous one. In each iteration, the range of input data decreases
and so outliers can be effectively removed from the distribution.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of radial velocities and RV selection for stars in the
field of the cluster NGC 6705. Top panel: initial RV distribution for all
the GES sources. We discard a few contaminants at the tails using the
RStudio boxplot command (middle panel), and we show the Gaussian
fit of the peak of the distribution using the 2σ clipping procedure around
the median (bottom panel).
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Fig. 2. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution of the members of the cluster
NGC 6705 resulting from our membership analysis.

rendered by each fit, as well as the number of resulting RV mem-
bers. After applying all membership criteria we also obtained
mean RVs and dispersions for the velocity distributions of the
final candidates for all clusters. For each cluster studied, our
mean RV value is in agreement with that reported in the liter-
ature, as shown in Table 1. While every study made use of their

own methods and criteria, a comparison with these previous lit-
erature values can be useful for further assessing the goodness of
our results. We also note that, depending on a series of factors,
from the number of stars in the sample to the quality of the data,
some distributions exhibit more dispersion than others, and thus,
larger values of σ, even after discarding field outliers with the
two-sigma-clipping procedure. However, the velocity intervals,
defined by σ to ascertain whether or not the stars of the sam-
ple are RV members, do include in all cases the reference RV
values from the literature for each cluster. Along with this, we
subsequently identified and discarded any contaminants among
our kinematic selections by applying additional membership
criteria.

As an example, Fig. 1 displays the RV histogram at different
stages of the analysis leading to the selection of sources belong-
ing to the one of the clusters in our sample, intermediate-age
cluster NGC 6705. The top panel shows the initial RV distri-
bution for all GES targets in this cluster field. The distribution
is broad, an indicator of contamination by field outliers, and
presents an increasing dispersion with distance far away from the
cluster centre, where the contaminants dominate. The red mark-
ings provide an additional visualisation of how the data points
are spread out. The middle panel exemplifies how we discarded
a series of field stars with the RStudio boxplot tool, as a result of
which the distribution becomes less broad at smaller distances,
with the cluster members starting to predominate over the field
contaminants (e.g., Friel et al. 2014). Finally, the bottom panel
shows the fitted RV distribution following the two-sigma clip-
ping procedure around the median. The solid line indicates the
Gaussian fit of the peak of the distribution, which identifies the
signature of the cluster with respect to the field contaminants,
and gives the central mean velocity and dispersion σ. Figure 2
displays the RV distribution and Gaussian fit of the final can-
didate selection for NGC 6705, after applying all criteria result-
ing from our membership analysis. We report all the mean RV
values and their associated dispersions in Table 2, and we also
present the kinematic distributions for all clusters in our sample
in Appendix B.

Regarding the young clusters, we also recall that we dis-
carded all giant contaminants using gravity indicators (Sect 3.3)
before applying any other criteria, due to the large number of
outliers in these fields. Thus, we only took the NG stars in the
sample into account to study the velocity distribution and obtain
RV members9. This initial filter minimised the presence of field
outliers and appreciably reduced the dispersions of the velocity
distributions, which resulted in improved values of σ obtained
from the Gaussian fits.

3.2. Lithium members

As mentioned in the introduction, lithium is a powerful mem-
bership indicator and of great use in determining the age of
clusters. Given that Li starts to be depleted during the PMS
phase and that young FGK stars seem to always show a strong
lithium feature (e.g., Soderblom 2010), the presence of lithium
in stellar spectra is a relevant indicator of youth in late-type

9 In this study we discarded evolved stars in the field of young clusters
without taking into account small effects, such as different initial accre-
tion patterns which potentially lead to gravity spreads in this age range
and thus to the possibility of biasing the sample to only objects with a
particular accretion history.
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Table 2. Fit parameters and RV members for the sample clusters.

Cluster (a) RV (b) 2σ clipping 2σ membership No. RV Final fit of member list
(km s −1) 〈RV〉 (km s −1) σ (km s −1) intervals members 〈RV〉 (km s −1) σ (km s −1)

ρ Oph −7.0 ± 0.2 −6.0 2.0 [−10.0, −2.0] 48 −6.3 1.7
Cha I 14.6 ± 1.2 16.0 1.5 [12.7, 19.7] 100 15.7 1.2
IC 2391 15.3 ± 0.2 15.7 3.0 [9.7, 21.7] 51 14.9 0.6
IC 2602 17.4 ± 0.2 15.8 13.7 [−11.6, 43.2] 325 17.8 0.7
IC 4665 −14.4 ± 0.8 −13.5 14.2 [−41.9, 14.9] 237 −13.7 0.6
NGC 2516 23.8 ± 0.2 23.9 0.6 [21.9, 25.9] 430 24.0 0.8
NGC 6705 36.0 ± 0.2 35.7 2.0 [31.7, 39.7] 305 35.5 2.0
NGC 4815 −29.8 ± 0.3 −27.1 5.6 [−38.3, −15.9] 119 −27.5 5.7
NGC 6633 −28.6 ± 0.1 −21.8 12.8 [−47.4, 3.8] 685 −25.9 7.4
Trumpler 23 −61.4 ± 0.5 −61.3 1.9 [−65, −57.4] 57 −61.3 1.4
Berkeley 81 50.0 ± 0.7 48.0 2.4 [43.2, 52.8] 74 48.0 1.0
NGC 6005 −25.6 ± 0.5 −25.2 4.0 [−33.2, −17.2] 190 −25.1 2.3
NGC 6802 11.8 ± 0.4 13.2 1.7 [9.8, 16.6] 93 12.5 1.2
Pismis 18 −28.5 ± 0.6 −30.1 2.8 [−35.7, −24.5] 47 −27.8 0.6
Trumpler 20 −39.8 ± 0.2 −39.6 1.7 [−43.0, −36.2] 515 −40.0 1.3
Berkeley 44 −7.6 ± 0.4 −8.6 0.7 [−10.1, −7.3] 34 −8.5 0.7
M67 34.1 ± 0.1 34.6 0.9 [32.8, 36.3] 18 34.6 0.9
NGC 2243 59.6 ± 0.5 59.7 0.8 [58.1, 61.3] 400 59.9 0.7

Notes. (a)Regarding the cluster γ Vel, we directly used the selections obtained by Jeffries et al. (2014), Damiani et al. (2014), Spina et al. (2014b),
Frasca et al. (2015), and Prisinzano et al. (2016). Similarly, we use those done by Sacco et al. (2015), Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018), and Randich
et al. (2018) for the cluster NGC 2547. (b)References for the mean cluster RVs: we adopted those from Soubiran et al. (2018) for all clusters except
for ρ Oph (Rigliaco et al. 2016), Cha I (López Martí et al. 2013) and M67 (Gaia Collaboration 2018).

stars10. However, a few G/K giants may also have large Li con-
tent, and contamination by Li-rich field giants therefore remains
possible (e.g., Smith et al. 1995). In the case of clusters older
than 50 Myr, we subsequently discarded these giants with the
aid of gravity indicators (see Sects. 3.3 and 4).

In this study we consider EW(Li) as one of the principal
criteria in our analysis to select probable cluster members. We
obtain the Li members of each cluster by studying the position
of the RV candidates in EW(Li)-versus-Teff figures with a series
of Li envelopes as a guide. We use the upper lithium envelope of
IC 2602 (35 Myr) (Montes et al. 2001), the upper (Neuhaeuser
et al. 1997) and lower (Soderblom et al. 1993) envelopes of the
Pleiades (78–125 Myr), and the upper envelope of the Hyades
(750 Myr) (Soderblom et al. 1993). These envelopes delimit the
region populated by member stars in well-known open clusters
covering a large range of ages. Given that various studies have
already obtained age estimates for the clusters we are study-
ing, we can distinguish the bona-fide cluster members from the
Li-rich contaminants and other field stars by studying their posi-
tion in the EW(Li)-versus-Teff diagram with respect to the Li
envelopes.

As an example, Fig. 3 shows the EW(Li)-versus-Teff dia-
gram for the 35 Myr young cluster IC 2602. As described above,
Li members were selected by studying the position of the RV
selection with respect to the IC 2602 envelope. We disregard
the stars lying above the IC 2602 envelope, which are younger
than 35 Myr, and those at the bottom of the figure, which are

10 For the Li membership analysis in this study we have generally not
taken into account small Li variations and anomalies caused by a series
of effects, such as planet engulfment or the influence of parameters such
as chromospheric activity or rotation. These effects can also cause grav-
ity spreads as well as variations on the metallicity in some cases. We
plan on studying these effects and the dependence of Li on these stellar
parameters in greater depth in our future work.

older than the cluster members. In this specific case, we can also
compare the position of the Li candidates and final selection for
IC 2602 with the corresponding Li envelope for the same clus-
ter. We later applied our gravity criteria to distinguish the giant
and NG outliers with Li, as shown in the figure for complete-
ness (see Sects. 3.3 and 4). We present the EW(Li)-versus-Teff
diagrams for all clusters in our sample in Appendix B.

We note that, in the case of the SFRs (age ≤ 5 Myr), EW(Li)
values can be underestimated in stars with a strong mass accre-
tion rate due to the veiling factor (Frasca et al. 2015). Follow-
ing the criterion applied by Sacco et al. (2017), for the two
SFRs in our sample we considered as members all accretors with
Hα10% > 270–300 km s−1 (White & Basri 2003)11, regardless
of whether they are Li members or not. On the other hand, for
intermediate-age and especially old clusters it becomes harder
to ascertain the membership of the cluster candidates by relying
on their lithium content. In these cases, the criteria on surface
gravity and metallicity take on even greater importance when
carrying out our membership analysis.

3.3. Gravity indicators: Kiel diagram and γ index

We made use of the Teff and log g GES spectroscopic param-
eters to study the (Teff , log g) plane (also known as the Kiel
diagrams) for each of the 20 pre-selected clusters. Among our
candidates we identified the giant stars in the field of the clus-
ters thanks to their locus on the Kiel diagrams. This is especially
helpful to exclude evolved field contaminants for which we were
not able to establish a secure membership based on lithium. We

11 A tracer of accretion and youth indicator in young PMS stars,
Hα10% refers to the width of the Hα emission line at 10% peak inten-
sity. As already mentioned in Sect. 2 when discussing the cluster sam-
ple, Hα measurements are reliable only for clusters with no dominant
nebular contribution to the emission.
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Fig. 3. EW(Li)-versus-Teff diagram showing the final candidate selec-
tion (red squares) for IC 2602, a 35-Myr-old cluster. The upper envelope
of EW(Li) for the cluster IC 2602 is shown in red; the upper and lower
envelopes of the Pleiades cluster are shown in grey; and the turquoise
line represents the upper envelope of the Hyades cluster. For complete-
ness we show here all field contaminants of interest, colour-coded as
follows: RV non-members (open grey squares), Li-rich giants (blue),
giant outliers which are not Li-rich, and finally (fuchsia), NG non-
members (green) and possible candidates (turquoise). For more details,
we refer the readers to Sects. 3.3 and 4).

Fig. 4. Kiel diagram of the GES sources (open squares) in the field
of the cluster NGC 6705 (300 Myr). We indicate the candidate mem-
bers with red squares, while the other coloured squares denote addi-
tional field contaminants of interest: Li-rich giants (blue), (non-Li-rich)
giant outliers (fuchsia), and NG non-members with Li (green). We over-
plot the PARSEC isochrones for a metallicity of Z = 0.019 at 200 Myr
(turquoise curve), 300 Myr (blue curve), 400 Myr (green curve), and
1 Gyr (gray dashed curve).

consider all stars with log g < 3.5 to be likely giants, while the
Li-rich giants are giant stars with A(Li) > 1.5 (see Sect. 4)
for more details). For all clusters we made use of the PAR-
SEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012), with Z = 0.019 (except
for the very low metallicity cluster NGC 2243, where we used

Fig. 5. Gravity-sensitive spectral index γ as a function of Teff for the
sources (open squares) in the field of the SFR Cha I. The candidate
members of Cha I are marked in red squares, while the other coloured
squares denote the field contaminants of interest: Li-rich giants (blue),
(non-Li-rich) giant outliers (fuchsia), NG non-members with Li (green),
and potential NG outliers (turquoise – i.e., those in the 1.01 > γ > 1.0
range, see Sect. 4). As indicated by the dashed lines, we classified any
stars with Teff < 5200 K and γ > 1.01. as giants.

isochrones with Z = 0.006), and ages ranging from 1 Myr to
5 Gyr. As an example, in Fig. 4 we present the Kiel diagram for
the cluster NGC 6705, while the Kiel diagrams for all clusters in
our sample are in Appendix B.

As the recommended log g values are often missing for the
young stars in the field of clusters younger than 50 Myr when
observed with the GIRAFFE setups, we made use of the γ index
defined by Damiani et al. (2014) and provided by the Consor-
tium. This index is another efficient gravity indicator for the
GIRAFFE targets observed with HR15N, allowing a clear sep-
aration between low-gravity giants (γ ≥ 1), and higher gravity
stars for spectral types later than G in the MS and PMS (γ ≤ 1),
as shown by Spina et al. (2017). By plotting the γ index of the Li
candidate members as a function of the stellar effective tempera-
ture, we have an alternative method to identify giant background
stars that we excluded before applying the other membership cri-
teria. As in previous works (e.g., Damiani et al. 2014; Delgado
Mena et al. 2016; Spina et al. 2017), we classify as Li-rich back-
ground giants all stars with effective temperatures lower than
5200 K, A(Li) > 1.5, and γ > 1.01. In Fig. 5 we show as an
example the γ-versus-Teff diagram for the young cluster Cha I,
where the dashed lines (at Teff = 5200 and γ = 1.01) delimit the
locus of the giant background stars. This region is clearly sep-
arated from the main sequence and pre-main sequence member
stars. The other γ-versus-Teff diagrams of the young clusters in
our sample are displayed in Appendix B.

3.4. Metallicity

We have also taken the metallicity of the clusters into account
to identify additional non-members. We use the spectroscopic
index [Fe/H] derived from the GES analysis as a proxy of the
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Fig. 6. Histogram of [Fe/H] values for all the GES stars (red) in the field
of the cluster NGC 6705, as well as the candidate members (blue) result-
ing from our analysis. The histogram shows an increasing dispersion
towards the tails, confirming that this initial distribution is dominated
by field stars.

metallicity. Using the [Fe/H] histograms. we search for stars with
metallicities too far away from the mean cluster value. Given
the homogeneity of cluster member stars, these stars are likely
outliers. As an example we show the metallicity distribution for
cluster NGC 6705 plotted in Fig. 6. As we mention in Sect. 3.2,
the lithium criterion is less relevant when analysing older clus-
ters, as it becomes harder to ascertain the membership of RV
candidates based on their position in the EW(Li)-versus-Teff dia-
gram. Therefore, for these clusters we relied more heavily on
their metallicity distributions to discard outliers.

Similarly to the selection of RV members (see Sect. 3.1), for
the metallicity analysis we fitted the initial [Fe/H] distribution
for each cluster (including all stars in the field before applying
other membership criteria), to obtain probable metallicity can-
didates. For the young clusters we only took the NG stars into
account to study the [Fe/H] distribution and obtain metallicity
members, because of the high field contamination. We fitted each
of the distributions by applying a 2σ clipping procedure on the
median and adopting a 2σ limit about the cluster mean [Fe/H]
yielded by the Gaussian fit to identify the most likely metallicity
members. Thus, stars that are members on the basis of all the for-
mer criteria but show [Fe/H] values visibly far from the cluster
average in the distribution were classified as non-members and
disregarded afterwards. Figure 7 shows an example of the [Fe/H]
distribution analysis for cluster NGC 6705, comparing the initial
fit following the 2σ clipping procedure, from which we obtain
metallicity membership limits, with the final distribution of the
metallicities of the final candidates for the cluster.

Unlike the UVES metallities, the [Fe/H] values derived
from the GIRAFFE spectra are widely dispersed and sub-
ject to larger uncertainties that contribute to broadening the
distributions, which is a result of the lower resolution spec-
troscopy of the setups selected during the Survey (e.g., Spina
et al. 2014b). Because the metallicity and gravity criteria are
less reliable for GIRAFFE targets, we also accepted as can-
didates for the intermediate-age and old clusters a number of
GIRAFFE Li members with [Fe/H] values outside the 2σ limit

Fig. 7. Distributions of [Fe/H] and Gaussian fits for the intermediate-age
cluster NGC 6705. We display the histogram both for sources resulting
from the 2σ clipping procedure on all the GES sources in this field
(top panel), and for likely cluster members after applying all of our
membership criteria (bottom panel).

from the cluster mean provided by our fit (this was done case
by case, as described in more detail in the individual notes of
Appendix A, although we also consider a maximum threshold
for all instances). For this reason, we also used existing mem-
bership studies from the literature to ascertain the membership
of possible GIRAFFE candidates. For more details regarding
specific clusters, we refer the reader to the individual notes in
Appendix A and the tables in Appendix C.

We show the results of the analysis of the metallicity distri-
butions for all clusters in Table 3, including the mean [Fe/H],
dispersion and membership intervals rendered by each fit. As in
the case of RV distributions, we then fitted the metallicity dis-
tributions of our final selections of candidate members for each
cluster and compared the central mean [Fe/H] and its dispersion
with those present in the literature (also shown in Table 1). We
find that our estimates mostly agree with the literature, with the
exception of a few clusters (ρ Oph, Cha I, Pismis 18 and M67,
see Table 3). A possible explanation for this could be related to
the lower accuracy on the [Fe/H] values derived from GIRAFFE
spectra (see the individual notes in Appendix A for more details
on this matter). However, it is worth noting that the literature val-
ues of [Fe/H] are obtained with different methods and from dif-
ferent datasets. Thus, we only conduct qualitative comparisons
of these measures with those obtained from the homogeneously
measured iDR4 sample, which does not consist of a means of
firmly assessing the membership of our final candidates.

3.5. Gaia studies

To assess the relevance of our selections and to aid in the con-
firmation of our final candidates, we made use of the recent
membership studies that were conducted from the Gaia-DR1
(Randich et al. 2018) and Gaia-DR2 (Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2018;
Cánovas et al. 2019) data.
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Table 3. Fit parameters and metallicity membership for the sample clusters.

Cluster (a) [Fe/H] (b) 2σ clipping 2σ membership Final fit of member list
(dex) 〈[Fe/H]〉 (dex) σ (dex) intervals 〈[Fe/H]〉 (dex) σ (dex)

ρ Oph −0.08 ± 0.02 −0.16 0.10 [−0.36, +0.04] −0.19 (c) 0.09
Cha I −0.07 ± 0.04 −0.09 0.13 [−0.35, +0.17] −0.18 (c) 0.08
IC 2391 −0.03 ± 0.02 −0.09 0.09 [−0.27, +0.09] −0.11 0.09
IC 2602 −0.02 ± 0.02 −0.06 0.11 [−0.28, +0.16] −0.09 0.11
IC 4665 0.00 ± 0.02 −0.08 0.12 [−0.32, +0.16] −0.04 0.10
NGC 2516 −0.06 ± 0.05 −0.01 0.09 [−0.19, +0.17] −0.02 0.09
NGC 6705 +0.16 ± 0.04 +0.10 0.12 [−0.14, +0.34] +0.10 0.10
NGC 4815 +0.11 ± 0.01 +0.05 0.17 [−0.29, +0.39] +0.01 0.13
NGC 6633 −0.01 ± 0.11 −0.02 0.17 [−0.36, +0.32] −0.01 0.17
Trumpler 23 +0.21 ± 0.04 +0.13 0.10 [−0.07, +0.33] +0.14 0.04
Berkeley 81 +0.22 ± 0.07 +0.16 0.13 [−0.10, +0.42] +0.20 0.06
NGC 6005 +0.19 ± 0.02 +0.08 0.14 [−0.20, +0.36] +0.13 0.06
NGC 6802 +0.10 ± 0.02 −0.01 0.11 [−0.23, +0.21] +0.00 0.11
Pismis 18 +0.22 ± 0.04 +0.05 0.13 [−0.21, +0.31] +0.05 (c) 0.09
Trumpler 20 +0.10 ± 0.05 +0.07 0.18 [−0.29, +0.43] +0.10 0.09
Berkeley 44 +0.27 ± 0.06 +0.13 0.13 [−0.17, +0.43] +0.17 0.07
M67 −0.01 ± 0.04 −0.03 0.06 [−0.09, +0.03] −0.02 0.03
NGC 2243 −0.38 ± 0.04 −0.60 0.12 [−0.84, −0.36] −0.49 0.14

Notes. (a)Regarding the cluster γ Vel, we directly used the selections obtained by Jeffries et al. (2014), Damiani et al. (2014), Spina et al. (2014b),
Frasca et al. (2015), and Prisinzano et al. (2016). Similarly, we use those done by Sacco et al. (2015), Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018), and Randich
et al. (2018) for the cluster NGC 2547. (b)See references on cluster [Fe/H] metallicities in Table 1. (c)In the cases of these clusters, the final mean
[Fe/H] values obtained deviate appreciably from the literature values, potentially as a result of the lower resolution of the GIRAFFE spectra.

Randich et al. (2018) combined the parallaxes and proper
motions in the Gaia-DR1 TGAS catalogue and the spectroscopic
information from the iDR4 GES data for eight open clusters to
calibrate stellar evolution and ages. Six of them are included in
our data sample (namely, NGC 2547, IC 2391, IC 2602, IC 4665,
NGC 2516 and NGC 6633). As well as considering an astro-
metric membership selection, these latter authors derived the
cluster membership probabilities for the GES targets and used
several spectroscopic tracers similar to ours: GES stars are
required to have values of Teff , RVs (and v sin i when possi-
ble), and log g or γ index, as well as EW(Li) measurements.
Candidates were selected based on criteria such as lithium con-
tent and RV membership probabilities, and contaminants were
also discarded based on gravity, low metallicity or slow rota-
tion. Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018) used the astrometry data pro-
vided by the Gaia-DR2 release and applied an unsupervised
membership assignment code (UPMASK) to list members and
derived mean properties for 1229 clusters. Fourteen of the pre-
selected 20 clusters are included in Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018)
(namely, NGC 2547, IC 2391, IC 2602, IC 4665, NGC 2516,
NGC 6705, NGC 4815, NGC 6633, Berkeley 81, NGC 6005,
NGC 6802, Trumpler 20, Berkeley 44, and NGC 2243). In con-
trast to Randich et al. (2018), this study makes use of the Gaia
data alone and does not consider any spectroscopic criteria dur-
ing the membership analysis. Cánovas et al. (2019) also used
Gaia-DR2 astrometric measurements to study the young clus-
ter ρ Oph, applying density-based clustering algorithms to select
candidate members and identify potential new members.

In the end, we took advantage of these three studies to indi-
rectly consider Gaia astrometry as a criterion to confirm the can-
didates from our spectroscopic analysis as members of each of
the 17 clusters in common. For each of the clusters considered in
these studies, see the cluster individual notes in Appendix A for
more details regarding the comparison between the candidates
listed in the Gaia studies and our final member selections. In the

tables of Appendix C we also include for reference these Gaia
membership selections alongside the columns listing the results
of our membership analysis criteria.

Finally, when available, we adopted the ages revised by
Bossini et al. (2019) for six of our clusters, which are mainly
the young ones, and the RVs from Soubiran et al. (2018) for
17 of them, as reported in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. We also
observed that, judging by the updated Gaia ages, as well as the
apparent Li envelopes of our candidates, it is possible that some
of the former age estimates for the pre-selected intermediate-age
and old clusters could be overestimates – NGC 6005, for exam-
ple, had a former age estimate of 1.2 Gyr, while Bossini et al.
(2019) gives a lower age of 973±5 Myr, which is more in accor-
dance with the Li envelope of our candidate selection.

4. Identification of giant and NG contaminants

The study of Li-rich giants is of great interest because even
though they can be found ubiquitously in a number of differ-
ent environments – from open clusters, to globular clusters, the
Galactic Bulge, and even dwarf galaxies (e.g., Smiljanic et al.
2016, and references therein) –, most of them are still not well
understood. The existence and properties of these stars contra-
dict expectations from standard stellar evolution models (those
which only include convection as a mixing mechanism), and
would need additional mechanisms that explained a supplemen-
tal contribution of surface Li abundance (e.g., Casey et al. 2016;
Smiljanic et al. 2018). Li-rich giants comprise approximately
1–2% of FGK giants (e.g., Lyubimkov 2016; Smiljanic et al.
2016; Gao et al. 2019, and references therein), and are defined
as those that have A(Li) ≥ 1.5 (Iben 1967; Cameron & Fowler
1971; Lagarde et al. 2012; Delgado Mena et al. 2016; Gao et al.
2019). According to standard evolutionary models, this limit
refers to the post-dredge up Li abundance of a low-mass star
(Iben 1967; Lagarde et al. 2012).
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As discussed in Sect. 3.3, gravity indicators help identify
giant contaminants in the field of the clusters by plotting the sam-
ple stars in the Kiel diagram and the (γ, Teff) plane. Given their
interest (e.g., Smiljanic et al. 2018), we also aim to study these
giant outliers, specifically potential Li-rich giants with A(Li) >
1.5. We consider as likely giants any source with log g < 3.5
(Spina et al. 2014a, 2017) and/or with γ > 1.01 (Damiani et al.
2014; Casey et al. 2016; Sacco et al. 2015; Spina et al. 2017). We
also consider Li-rich giants to have Teff < 5200 K (Casey et al.
2016; Spina et al. 2017) and, in the case of stars in the field of
young clusters, a lack of Hα emission, given that this is a youth
indicator for PMS stars (Casey et al. 2016). We note that the clas-
sification of Li-rich giant stars in this study (see Table 5) is only
preliminary. We find a large number of potential Li-rich giants
in the field of some clusters (e.g. IC 2602) and, while these stars
fulfil the adopted criteria (Teff < 5200 K and A(Li) > 1.5), given
the rare nature of these objects, further confirmation would be
required to accept them as Li-rich giants.

In addition to Li-rich giants, we also included giant contam-
inants which are not Li rich (A(Li) < 1.5), as well as a series
of NG contaminants, outliers which have not yet been studied in
detail in previous GES works. These stars are classified as non-
members during the membership analysis for each cluster, and
their Li content makes them interesting targets. We consider as
NG outliers with Li all non-member stars with log g > 3.5 and a
Li limit of EW(Li) > 10 mÅ (in order to exclude stars with very
low values of Li). In the case of young clusters, we consider
those non-member stars with γ < 1.01 to be definite NG con-
taminants, but decided to mark those stars in the 1.01 > γ > 1.0
range, as well as a small number of stars with γ < 1.0, as poten-
tial NG outliers only, as we find some log g < 3.5 measurements
in the iDR4 sample for these young clusters in this γ range,
which would indicate that these stars are giants. However, given
the lack of data, log g is not the most reliable gravity indicator
for young clusters, and thus we consider all these stars as poten-
tial NGs following our γ index criterion for giant contaminants;
see Table 4 for a summary of the criteria considered for all giant
and NG contaminants. The outliers found for each of the pre-
selected clusters are indicated in Tables 5 and 6, as well as in the
tables of Appendix C.

In the diagrams of EW(Li), log g, and γ as a function of Teff ,
for both the young clusters (Fig. 8) and the intermediate-age and
old ones (Fig. 9), we display the locus of outlier contaminants,
both giants and NGs, identified during our analysis in the field
of all 20 clusters in our sample. In Sect. 5 we also specify, when
discussing the individual notes on each cluster of the sample,
the number of giant and NG contaminants found in the field of
each cluster. Finally, we note that all non-members found in this
study are marked as “Li-rich G” (Li-rich giant), “G” ((Non-Li-
rich) Giant), and “NG” (non-giant) in the tables of Appendix C.

5. Results: Cluster member selections

In this section we present our results from the membership
analysis of each cluster, as summarised in Table 5. For each
cluster, we report i the number of stars from the iDR4 sam-
ple observed with both UVES and GIRAFFE; (ii) those with
measured values of EW(Li); (iii) the number of stars selected
as candidate members; and (iv) the number of potential outlier
contaminants. Readers are directed to the individual notes of
Appendix A, where we offer a more detailed discussion of the
membership analysis for each cluster, as well as commenting on
features of interest regarding individual stars in the selection, and

Table 4. Criteria for giant and NG outliers.

Outlier type Criteria

Li-rich Gs log g < 3.5, γ > 1.01, A(Li) > 1.5, Teff < 5200 K
Gs log g < 3.5, γ > 1.01, A(Li) < 1.5
NGs log g > 3.5, γ < 1.01, EW(Li) > 10 mÅ
Possible NGs 1.01 > γ > 1.0, EW(Li) > 10 mÅ

comparing our candidate lists with former membership studies
(also listed in Table 1).

The full tables resulting from our membership analysis are
provided in Appendix C. In the tables of Appendix C we show
the results of our analysis and the final selections of candidate
members for each of the 20 open clusters analysed, as well as the
lists of giant and NG contaminants of interest also studied in this
work. We indicate here for reference the columns for each table:
The star ID, the GES object name from coordinates (CNAME),
the RV of each star with its error, Teff with error, log g with
error, γ index with error (for the young clusters), [Fe/H] metal-
licity with error, corrected values of EW(Li) with error, and flags
for EW(Li) errors (see footnotes in the tables for more details).
These are followed by the membership analysis columns, list-
ing all candidates following all our criteria (RV , EW(Li), log g
and/or γ index, [Fe/H]), as well as additional columns, when-
ever possible, listing candidates according to different studies
from the literature. Each table ends with the list of final candidate
members and non-members, as well as a final column listing the
giant and NG contaminants with Li.

We also show our final selections in the following figures:
Fig. 10 shows the EW(Li)-versus-Teff diagrams subdivided into
young, intermediate-age, and old clusters; Fig. 11 shows the γ-
versus-Teff diagram for the young clusters in our sample; and
Fig. 12 shows the Kiel diagram for all clusters in the sample,
for these same age ranges. Additionally, Appendix B shows all
the individual figures for the pre-selected clusters, including both
candidate member as well as giant and NG contaminants of inter-
est.

6. Discussion

In Table 6 we show some further results of our membership
analysis for the 20 clusters studied. As in Table 5, we show
the number of stars in the field of each cluster from the initial
iDR4 sample, and the number of candidate stars for all clusters,
as well as the giant and NG outlier contaminants obtained as
a parallel result during the membership analysis of each cluster.
With these results we derived percentages of the candidate mem-
bers and contaminants, which we used to assess the number of
members and outliers found for different age ranges and clusters.
Regarding the candidate members, these percentages are consid-
ered firstly with respect to all stars in the field of each cluster, and
also with respect to all stars that present Li in the initial sam-
ple (as mentioned in Sect. 2, we also consider values from the
OACT node for GIRAFFE stars in clusters older than 50 Myr).
We consider, for each cluster, only percentages of any outlier
class with respect to stars with EW(Li) > 10 mÅ, as explained
in Sect. 4. However, in the case of the candidate members, per-
centages with respect to all stars with only EW(Li) > 10 mÅ
are not considered given that there are, in the case of some of
the older clusters, a series of attested members with Li values
below this limit. We also note that the percentages of the giant
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Table 5. Main results for the 20 open clusters analysed.

Cluster UVES GIRAFFE Membership Outliers

All stars With Li All stars With Li RV mem Li mem Final Possible NG (a) G Li-rich G

ρ Oph 23 23 288 213 48 45 45 . . . 48(75) 90 2
Cha I 40 39 673 473 100 84 85 . . . 44(76) 247 9
γ Vel 60 60 1213 855 . . . . . . 210 . . . 13(14) 506 14
NGC 2547 25 25 431 278 . . . . . . 107 . . . . . . 122 3
IC 2391 24 23 397 360 51 63 27 . . . 18(67) 253 10
IC 2602 115 115 1716 1465 325 52 32 . . . 138(303) 1212 28
IC 4665 32 32 534 534 237 91 37 3 168(244) 133 2
NGC 2516 50 33 714 429 430 298 298 . . . 59 70 0
NGC 6705 31 31 726 309 305 163 163 . . . 166 19 6
NGC 4815 12 12 190 46 120 29 29 . . . 23 5 0
NGC 6633 53 42 1594 354 685 132 101 17 186 590 13
Trumpler 23 16 15 132 17 59 17 17 . . . 11 4 1
Berkeley 81 14 14 257 77 74 27 28 . . . 60 0 0
NGC 6005 19 19 538 89 190 41 38 . . . 62 17 1
NGC 6802 13 13 178 29 93 24 22 . . . 14 2 3
Pismis 18 10 10 114 30 47 15 15 . . . 23 1 0
Trumpler 20 42 41 1352 214 515 127 124 . . . 122 15 . . .
Berkeley 44 7 7 86 43 34 23 22 . . . 28 4 0
M67 22 20 3 0 18 19 18 1 1 0 0
NGC 2243 27 26 722 108 400 36 36 . . . 90 7 7

Notes. The table indicates, for each cluster, the number of stars from the sample detected in UVES and GIRAFFE; the number of stars with
EW(Li) values; the number of stars selected as candidate members (including RV and Li members, as well as the final and possible members); and
the number of Li-rich giant and NG field contaminants. Here, “Li-rich G” refers to the Li-rich giants, “G” to the (non-Li-rich) giants, and “NG” to
the non-giants. (a)Between parentheses we indicate the total of NG outliers, taking the potential NGs in the 1.01 > γ > 1.0 range into account.

Table 6. Results for the 20 open clusters in the sample.

Cluster iDR4 stars Members Giant outliers Li-rich giants NG outliers

All With Li Li > 10 # %(All) %(with Li) #(All) %(Li > 10) (a) #(All) %(Li > 10) (a) #(All) %(Li > 10)

ρ Oph 311 236 228 45 14 19 90 39 2 1 48(75) (b) 21(33)
Cha I 713 512 490 85 12 16 247 50 9 2 44(76) 9(16)
γ Vel 1273 915 877 210 16 23 506 45 14 2 13(14) 1(2)
NGC 2547 456 306 297 107 23 35 122 37 3 1 . . . 0
IC 2391 421 383 368 27 6 7 253 68 10 3 18(67) 5(18)
IC 2602 1831 1580 1545 32 2 2 1212 73 28 2 138(303) 9(20)
IC 4665 566 446 406 37(40) 7(7) 8(9) 133 30 2 0 168(244) 41(60)
NGC 2516 764 462 378 298 40 65 70 17 0 0 59 16
NGC 6705 757 340 339 163 22 48 19 1 6 0 166 49
NGC 4815 202 58 53 29 14 50 5 0 0 0 23 43
NGC 6633 1647 396 377 101(118) 6(7) 26(30) 590 15 13 2 186 49
Trumpler 23 148 32 29 17 11 53 4 14 1 3 11 38
Berkeley 81 271 91 88 28 10 31 0 0 0 0 60 68
NGC 6005 557 108 98 38 7 35 17 17 1 1 62 63
NGC 6802 191 42 41 22 12 52 2 5 3 0 14 34
Pismis 18 124 40 35 15 12 38 1 3 0 0 23 66
Trumpler 20 1394 255 223 124 9 49 15 0 0 0 122 55
Berkeley 44 93 50 50 22 24 44 4 0 0 0 28 56
M67 25 20 9 18(19) 72(76) 90(95) 0 0 0 0 1 11
NGC 2243 749 134 121 36 5 27 7 0 7 0 90 74

Notes. The table indicates, for each cluster: all stars (both UVES and GIRAFFE) from the GES sample; the number of stars detected with measured
EW(Li) values and those with EW(Li) > 10; and the number of stars selected as candidate members, and giant and NG field contaminants.
Regarding member stars, we provide their percentages with respect to all GES stars, and to those with a EW(Li) measurement in the field of each
cluster. Percentages in parenthesis also take into account the number of possible candidates for each cluster (see Table 5 and the individual notes
in Appendix A.). In the case of the giant and NG contaminants, we consider percentages with respect to all stars with EW(Li) > 10 mÅ only, given
the criteria specified in Sect. 4 to select outliers. (a)We note that, given that the selection criteria for Li-rich and non-Li-rich giants makes use of
A(Li) instead of EW(Li), the percentages of the giant contaminants only correspond to those stars dislaying a lithium line, and not to the totality
of the giant contaminant selection. (b)Between parentheses we indicate the total of NG outliers, taking the potential NGs in the 1.01 > γ > 1.0
range into account.

contaminants only correspond to those stars with a EW(Li)
value, given that for the giant outliers our selection is based more
on A(Li) than on EW(Li) (see Sect. 4).

These percentages allow us to to rank the clusters and age
ranges in terms of the percentage of candidate members and con-
taminants identified, with respect to all GES stars in the field
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Fig. 8. Panels from top to bottom: EW(Li), log g, and γ as a function
of Teff for the Li-rich giant (blue squares), (non-Li-rich) giant (fuch-
sia squares), and NG (green squares) outliers in the field of the young
clusters, in all cases without taking into account the rest of field stars.
Turquoise squares indicate potential NGs in the 1.01 > γ > 1.0 range.

of each cluster considered in this study. First considering all
clusters, M67 is the cluster which has the highest percentage
of candidate members (90%), followed by NGC 2516 (65%);

Fig. 9. EW(Li)-versus-Teff and Kiel diagrams for the Li-rich giant (blue
squares), (non-Li-rich) giant (fuchsia squares), and NG (green squares)
outliers in the field of the intermediate-age and old clusters in the sam-
ple.

then NGC 4815, Trumpler 20 and 23, and NGC 6802 (49–53%),
NGC 6705 (48%), and Berkeley 44 (44%). Next we have Pis-
mis 18 (38%), NGC 6005, and NGC 2547 (35%) (the young
cluster with the highest percentage), Berkeley 81 (31%), and
NGC 2243 and NGC 6633 (26–27%). So far, we see that, apart
from NGC 2547, the clusters that provide the highest candidate
percentages are either in the old or intermediate range. As to the
remaining young clusters, γVelorum (23%) and the SFRs are the
ones with the highest percentages regarding the number of clus-
ter candidates (ρ Oph with 19% and Cha I with 16%), followed
by IC IC2391, IC 2602 and IC 4665, which are the clusters with
the lowest percentages of cluster candidates in our list (2–9%).

Regarding age ranges separately, the lowest percentages for
young clusters are found for IC 2391, IC 2602 and IC 4665, fol-
lowed by the SFRs (ρOph and Cha I), γVelorum, and NGC 2547,
which presents the highest percentage. For intermediate clusters,
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Fig. 10. EW(Li)-versus-Teff diagrams for the candidate members of the
young clusters (1–50 Myr; top panel), as well as the intermediate-age
(50–700 Myr; middle panel) and old clusters (>700 Myr; bottom panel).
Open squares indicate possible members only, while inverted triangles
refer to Li-rich members.

NGC 6705 has the lowest member percentages, followed closely
by NGC 4815, while NGC 2516 is the cluster for which we obtain

Fig. 11. Gravity index γ as a function of Teff for the young members in
the young clusters of our sample.

the most members. In the case of the clusters in the old range, we
note that M67 is the cluster with the highest percentage (90%),
followed by Trumpler 23, NGC 6802, and Trumpler 20 and Berke-
ley 44 (44–53%); while the clusters with the lowest candidate per-
centages are Berkeley 81, NGC 6005, and Pismis 18 (31–38%),
and NGC 6633 and NGC 2243 (26–27%).

Similarly, considering the outlier contaminants, we firstly
note that we only obtained Li-rich contaminants in the field of
13 of the 20 clusters in our sample, and all percentages are low
(1–3%) (as could be expected, considering that these stars only
comprise 1–2% of FGK giants, as discussed in Sect. 4). Addi-
tionally, given that the selection criteria for giant outliers relies
on A(Li) and not EW(Li), in the case of some clusters the Li-rich
giants do not present Li values (or very few), and thus the per-
centages are listed as 0%. We find the highest percentages of Li-
rich giants in the field of clusters Trumpler 23 and IC 2391 (3%),
followed by 2% for Cha I, γ Vel, IC 2602, and NGC 6633. We
find the lowest percentages in the field of ρ Oph, NGC 2547, and
NGC 6005 (1%). We find Li-rich giants in all young clusters, with
their presence becoming scarcer in the field of intermediate and
old clusters. As for those giant outliers that are not Li-rich, which
we listed for 18 of the 20 clusters in the sample (however, we again
note that in some cases the percentages are negligible for lack of
EW(Li) values), the highest percentages of these are found in the
field of the young clusters: from 68–73% for IC 2391 and IC 2602,
to 45–50% for Cha I and γ Vel, and 30–39% for the rest. We then
find percentages in the 14–17% range for NGC 2516, NGC 6633,
Trumpler 23, and NGC 6005; and the lowest percentages can
be found in the field of NGC 6705, NGC 6802, and Pismis 18
(1–5%). Finally, regarding the NG contaminants (which we obtain
for all 20 clusters of the sample), we find the highest percentages
in the field of NGC 2243, Pismis 18, Berkeley 81, NGC 6005, and
(IC 4665) (63–74%), followed by Berkeley 44, Trumpler 20 and
NGC 6633 (50–56%), and the intermediate clusters NGC 6705
and NGC 4815 (43–49%). We then find percentages in the
20-40% range in the field of clusters such as NGC 6802, (ρOph),
Trumpler 23, and (IC 2602). We find the lowest percentages
(1–18%) for M67, NGC 2516, and young clusters such as Cha I
or γ Vel. In the case of these NG outliers, we note that in Table 6
we list two percentages, the second one indicating that we take
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Fig. 12. Kiel diagrams for the candidate members of the young clusters
(1–50 Myr; top panel), as well as the intermediate-age (50–700 Myr;
middle panel) and old clusters (>700 Myr; bottom panel). We over-
plot the PARSEC isochrones in a similar age range, with a metallic-
ity of Z = 0.019. Open squares indicate possible members only, while
inverted triangles refer to Li-rich members.

the stars in the 1.01 > γ > 1.0 range into account as well (see
Sect. 4).

If we consider individual age ranges for the contaminant
stars, we see that for young clusters the highest percentages for
Li-rich and non-Li-rich giants are found in the fields of IC 2391
and IC 2602, followed by γ Vel and Cha I. On the other hand,
the clusters with the lowest Li-rich giant percentages – such as
IC 4665 and ρOph – seem to also present the highest percentages
for NG contaminants. Regarding intermediate clusters, we find
the highest percentage of non-Li-rich giants for NGC 2516, and
we only find Li-rich giants in the field of NGC 6705, albeit with
no EW(Li) values. We find similar percentages of NG outliers
in the field of NGC 6705 and NGC 4815, with the lowest value
for NGC 2516. We note that NGC 2516 is also the intermediate
cluster with the highest member percentage, while NGC 4815
and NGC 6705 have the lowest member percentages (and the
highest values for outlier contaminants). Finally, we only find
Li-rich giants for five of the ten old clusters, with the clusters
NGC 6633 and Trumpler 23 presenting the highest percentages.
These two latter clusters, alongside NGC 6005, also present the
highest percentages for non-Li-rich giant outliers. Regarding NG
contaminants, we find the highest percentage in the field of clus-
ter NGC 2243, closely followed by Berkeley 81, Pismis 18, and
NGC 6005. We find the lowest values for M67, followed by
NGC 6802, and Trumpler 23. We note that these clusters present
both the highest member percentages and the lowest NG outlier
values. This potential correlation of higher member percentages
paired with lower contaminant percentages (especially the per-
centages for NG outliers) is something that we observe both in
the intermediate and old age ranges, and to a lesser extent also
for the young clusters.

7. Summary and future work

We used the GES-derived data provided in iDR4 to conduct an
analysis of the membership and Li abundance of a series of 20
young, intermediate-age, and old clusters and associations rang-
ing from 1 Myr to 5 Gyr.

We summarise our analysis and the main results of this work
as follows:

– During the membership selection process we used the iDR4
survey-derived radial velocities, stellar atmospheric parame-
ters, lithium EWs, and metallicities to obtain lists of candi-
date members for the selected clusters.

– We started using radial velocities to derive a series of ini-
tial RV candidates for each cluster. The position of these RV

candidates in the EW(Li)-versus-Teff diagram then provided
a series of lithium members. These members were analysed
using gravity criteria (Kiel diagrams and the gravity index
γ) that allow us to discard giant field contaminants. Finally,
we used the [Fe/H] metallicity values to further confirm the
membership of our candidates for each cluster. We also make
use of recent studies based on Gaia DR1 and DR2 data to
assess our candidate selections.

– As a result of this membership study, we identified potential
members for each cluster, as shown in Table 5 of this paper.
The results of our membership analysis are discussed in more
detail in the individual notes of Appendix A. Additionally,
Appendix C presents the associated tables in which we also
specify which membership criteria are fulfilled by each of
the stars studied in all selected clusters.

– Furthermore, as an additional result of our membership anal-
ysis we obtained a series of Li-rich giant and NG outliers
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with Li, which we aim to study in more detail. As in the case
of the candidate members, the number of outliers for each
cluster is also given in Table 5, and the list for each cluster is
presented in Appendix C.

– We find that our lists of cluster candidates agree with those
of previous GES studies, when available. However, we also
consider a series of candidate stars to be members despite
not appearing in former lists, given that they fulfil all our
membership criteria. We also note that we studied the mem-
bership of old cluster M67, which has not been previously
studied using GES data.

Regarding our future work, we aim to calibrate the lithium–age
relation and obtain its dependence on other stellar parameters
derived from the GES spectroscopic observations, such as the
level of chromospheric activity (Hα), accretion indicators, rota-
tion (v sin i), metallicity ([Fe/H]), and other parameters available
from the literature (e.g. photometric rotational period).

– The age of each cluster will be revised using all this infor-
mation, the lithium depletion boundary when possible, and
other methods. For each cluster observed within GES, we
also aim to include as part of our membership analysis all
the EW(Li) measurements provided by other authors, as well
as other well-known open clusters studied in the literature
but not observed by GES. This will help to extend the age
coverage.

– We also aim to update the analysis and cluster member selec-
tions in the present study with the upgraded measurements
and parameters of the last internal GES data release (iDR6),
as well as astrometry from Gaia. This will also allow us to
add new clusters to our calibration and therefore contribute
to better constraining the lithium–age relation.

– We plan to use these upgraded cluster candidate selections in
a separate forthcoming paper in continuation of the work pre-
sented here in order to derive the lithium–age relation and its
dependence on other stellar parameters. This will allow us to
infer the ages of GES field stars whose age is still unknown,
and to study the potential membership of these field stars to
young associations and stellar kinematic groups of different
ages.

– Finally, another aspect of our future work involves study-
ing in more detail some of the unknown non-member con-
taminants in the field of the clusters presented in this paper
(Li-rich stars, and giant and NG outliers with Li), possibly
including new young field stars or Li-rich giants.
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Appendix A: Individual cluster notes

A.1. SFRs (age ≤ 5 Myr) and young open clusters
(age ≤ 50 Myr)

A.1.1. ρ Ophiuchi

Of the final members in ρ Oph, 29 belong to the SFR L1688
(Rigliaco et al. 2016), and 17 of them are also strong accre-
tors with Hα10% > 270–300 km s−1. Of these 17 accreting stars,
only one (J16273311−2441152) does not pass our gravity crite-
ria. This star, with γ = 1.026 and A(Li) = 3.18, could be listed as
a potential Li-rich giant, but due to the fact that it is also a strong
accretor (with Hα10% = 456 km s−1)we counted it as a likely
member of ρOph, also in accordance with Rigliaco et al. (2016).
Cánovas et al. (2019) listed 38 candidates that are common to
our selection (for the remaining two stars in their study the iDR4
sample does not include Li measurements). We note that one of
the stars in our final selection (J16270456−2442140) presents a
[Fe/H] value which deviates appreciably from the rest of candi-
dates, while another four candidates are RV non-members with
RVs deviating 2.5σ (or 5 km s−1) from the mean of the cluster
and in one case up to 4σ (or 8 km s−1). We included these stars
given that they fulfil the rest of the membership criteria (espe-
cially regarding gravity indicators and lithium), and they are also
listed as candidates by studies such as Cánovas et al. (2019).

A.1.2. Chamaeleon I

As a result of the analysis of Cha I we find 35 accreting stars,
of which only one (J11092578−7623207) is not a Li member.
This is probably due to possible veiling suppressing the absorp-
tion Li line, and so we classified this strong accretor as an addi-
tional likely member. We also note that three of the stars in our
final selection are RV non-members, with RVs deviating 2.7–
4σ (or 4–6 km s−1) from the mean of the cluster and, in one
case, up to 6.7σ (or 10 km s−1). These stars fulfil the rest of
the membership criteria (especially regarding gravity indicators
and lithium), and they are also listed as candidates by Sacco
et al. (2017) and Robrade & Schmitt (2007). Regarding previous
selections, we find all the UVES members observed by Spina
et al. (2014a) in our selection, except for J10555973−7724399
and J11092378−7623207, for which several parameters are not
released in the iDR4 catalog. On the other hand, all our can-
didate stars are included in the member list of Sacco et al.
(2017), except for one (J11110238−7613327), which is listed
in Robrade & Schmitt (2007). Regarding field contaminants,
one Li-rich giant (J11000515−7623259) is listed in Casey et al.
(2016).

A.1.3. Vela OB2 association: γ Velorum and NGC 2547

The cluster membership selections for both of these clusters con-
sist of 210 stars in γVel (104 in γVel A and 83 in γVel B, as well
as 23 additional candidate stars that are not associated to a spe-
cific population), and 107 stars in NGC 2547 (88 in NGC 2547 A
and 19 in NGC 2547 B). As mentioned in Sect. 3, for this study
we used the membership selections obtained by a series of for-
mer studies in the literature: Regarding γ Vel, we first used
Jeffries et al. (2014), the study specifying the members of Pop. A
and B, as well as a series of other GES studies (Damiani et al.
2014; Spina et al. 2014b; Frasca et al. 2015; Prisinzano et al.
2016). For NGC 2547 we used Sacco et al. (2015), together with
the Gaia studies conducted by Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018) and
Randich et al. (2018). All three of these latter papers list the

membership probabilities of each candidate to Pop. A/B. For γ
Vel, we find 23 additional candidates that were not listed in the
previous GES studies. We added them to the candidates not asso-
ciated with one of the two γ Vel populations. We note that Frasca
et al. (2015) used the data from Jeffries et al. (2014), and in this
case we consider five stars listed as members which had no listed
Pop. A/B in Jeffries et al. (2014).

Recent studies Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018) and Randich et al.
(2018) furthermore offer updated membership probabilities for
NGC 2547 (as well as a series of other clusters in our sample),
using data from Gaia. Randich et al. (2018) listed a series of
new members with respect to Sacco et al. (2015). Although their
membership probabilities for each population are generally con-
sistent with each other, six stars were associated with different
populations in Sacco et al. (2015) and Randich et al. (2018).
In this case, we adopted the membership from Randich et al.
(2018), as this is the most recent study which used both the GES
iDR4 data and Gaia DR2 data. For this cluster we also com-
pared the member stars in Sacco et al. (2015), Cantat-Gaudin
et al. (2018) and Randich et al. (2018) with the candidate mem-
bers in Bravi et al. (2018). For all our candidates, Bravi et al.
(2018) find high probabilities, namely ranging from 60 to 100%,
of being RV members of the cluster.

Finally, as to field contaminants, we also find two of
the γ Vel Li-rich giants in our list (J08095783−4701385 and
J08102116−4740125), as well as one of the Li-rich giants
from NGC 2547 (J08110403−4852137), in Casey et al. (2016).
Another one, (J08110403−4658057) in γ Vel, is listed in Smil-
janic et al. (2018). Regarding the NG non-members, we included
only the contaminants marked as such by the aforementioned
studies. The reason for this is that without an additional mem-
bership analysis (as we have done for the rest of the clusters)
we cannot confirm many NG stars not listed by these studies as
either members or contaminants.

A.1.4. IC 2391

We discarded but 34 Li members of IC 2391 for not having any
measured values of chromospheric activity, taking into account
both the accretion and chromospheric EW(Hα). From these 34
stars, we discarded seven as non-members for not fulfilling our
RV and metallicity criteria. Some of them have very large RVs
deviating up to 150σ (or 450 km s−1) from the mean of the clus-
ter. Four of these seven stars are also listed as non-members by
Randich et al. (2018). We also note that we consider three can-
didates which are RV non-members, with RVs deviating from
the mean by up to 4.3σ (or 13 km s−1), as they are good spectro-
scopic candidates, fulfilling the rest of the membership criteria
(especially regarding gravity indicators and lithium).

We first compared our selection with a series of non-GES
studies, finding ten of our candidates in one or more previous
lists (Patten & Simon 1996; Barrado y Navascués et al. 2001,
2004; Platais et al. 2007; Marsden et al. 2009; Spezzi et al. 2009;
Messina et al. 2011; De Silva et al. 2013; Elliott et al. 2015).
Regarding GES studies, Bravi et al. (2018) derived RV member-
ship probabilities and lists of candidate members for this cluster
(alongside IC 2602, IC 4665 and NGC 2547) using iDR4 data,
which were selected from their EW(Li), gravity, and metallic-
ity values reported in the GES iDR4 data. Comparing our final
selection of 27 members with the list of 53 candidate stars of
Bravi et al. (2018), we find 30 kinematic candidates and 17 final
members in common (all of the common members stars have
high RV membership probabilities of at least 0.95, except for
two stars in the 0.7–0.9 range). We note that, for many stars
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Bravi et al. (2018) used values of EW(Li) and/or Teff which
were derived from one of the WG12 nodes and do not appear
in the iDR4 sample. As a result, we excluded these stars from
our membership analysis and only consider those stars in Bravi
et al. (2018) with EW(Li) values in the iDR4 sample. Our mean
RV and σ for IC 2391 also agree with the estimates in Bravi et al.
(2018).

Finally, Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018) and Randich et al.
(2018) also list updated membership probabilities for IC 2391.
We have 19 common stars listed as members with Randich et al.
(2018), as well as 13 stars with Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018). As
we mention in Sect. 3.5, in this study we relied more heavily
on Randich et al. (2018), as they used the same iDR4 sample
and their membership criteria are similar to ours. We relied less
heavily on Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018) from a comparative
standpoint, given that they primarily base their membership anal-
ysis on Gaia astrometry and do not use spectroscopic criteria.
We note that we discarded a small number of possible candi-
date stars which were listed as non-members by both Randich
et al. (2018) and Bravi et al. (2018), and we also did not con-
sider a small number of stars listed by Randich et al. (2018) and
Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018) for not having a measured Hα in the
iDR4 sample (the latter also applies to the clusters IC 2602 and
IC 4665 listed below). We also mention here a series of recent
studies that used Gaia-DR2 data to study the spacial-kinematic
distribution and cluster membership of IC 2391 (Postnikova et al.
2019, 2020; Vereshchagin et al. 2019).

A.1.5. IC 2602

We discarded all but 42 of the 52 Li candidates in IC 2602 for
not having measured values of chromospheric activity. Of these
42 Li members we finally discarded ten stars, all of which are
also listed as non-members by Randich et al. (2018) and Bravi
et al. (2018). Comparing our selection with former studies, we
find four of our candidates in one or more of the member lists
of these non-GES studies (Randich et al. 1997, 2001; Stauffer
et al. 1997; Marsden et al. 2009; Smiljanic et al. 2011). Regard-
ing GES studies, we find 55 kinematic candidates and 27 final
members in common with the list of 101 candidates in Bravi
et al. (2018). As in the case of IC 2391, many of the stars in
Bravi et al. (2018) have no EW(Li) values in the iDR4 sample,
and therefore we excluded them in our own membership analy-
sis.The mean RV and σ derived in Bravi et al. (2018) for IC 2602
are also in agreement with the ones obtained in this paper. As for
Gaia studies, we have 28 common stars listed as members with
Randich et al. (2018), as well as 19 stars with Cantat-Gaudin
et al. (2018).

A.1.6. IC 4665

We discarded all but 51 Li members in IC 4665 for not having
measured values of EW(Hα) in the GES sample, and finally dis-
carded 11 of these 51 stars as non-members for not fulfilling
our RV and metallicity criteria. Five of these stars are also listed
as non-members by both Randich et al. (2018) and Bravi et al.
(2018). Finally, three of the final Li members are also listed as
non-members by Randich et al. (2018), and therefore we decided
to consider them as possible candidates only. Comparing our
selection with former studies, we find six of our member stars
in Jeffries et al. (2009). Regarding GES studies, we find 30 kine-
matic candidates and 19 final members in common with the list
of 122 candidates in Bravi et al. (2018). Our mean RV and σ

are also consistent with the previous estimates in this work. As
for Gaia, we find 21 common stars listed as members with both
Randich et al. (2018) and Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018).

A.2. Intermediate-age clusters (age = 50–700 Myr)

A.2.1. NGC 2516

In our selection of candidate members of NGC 2516 we listed 30
Li members with RVs deviating up to 13σ (or 8 km s−1) from the
mean of the cluster. All of these stars fulfil our main criteria and
are also included as members by Randich et al. (2018). Regard-
ing all the intermediate clusters of our sample, as already men-
tioned in Sects. 3.2 and 3.4, we also note that, given the lower
resolution of the GIRAFFE spectra, we accepted as candidates
a number of Li members with [Fe/H] values outside the limit of
2σ from the cluster mean provided by our fit.

Comparing our UVES selection with existing GES studies,
we find all of our final UVES candidates to be the same as those
in the list of NGC 2516 stars classified as members by Jacobson
et al. (2016), and all but two of our candidates are also listed
as members by Magrini et al. (2017). Regarding the GIRAFFE
candidates, we find 211 of our 273 candidates listed as mem-
bers in the membership list of Jeffries et al. (2001), as well as
25 in Terndrup et al. (2002), 24 in Irwin et al. (2007), 19 in
Jackson & Jeffries (2010), two in Heiter et al. (2014), 23 in
Jackson et al. (2016), 49 in Sampedro et al. (2017), and 45 can-
didates in Bailey et al. (2018). Another candidate of interest
is J07572938−6050104, which seems to deviate slightly more
from the rest in the EW(Li)-versus-Teff diagram, but is also listed
as a member of NGC 2516 in existing studies (Jeffries et al.
2001; Sampedro et al. 2017). Regarding the studies using data
from Gaia, we have 280 and 230 candidates in common with
Randich et al. (2018) and Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018), respec-
tively. We also note that, in order to help confirm the member-
ship of the stars in the field of this cluster, we further made use
of the additional members of Jeffries et al. (1998).

We also find among our candidates a series of K type stars
(evolutionary stage unknown) with high values of Li and in the
3500–4000 K temperature range, which are listed as members by
a series of former studies (Jeffries et al. 2001; Irwin et al. 2007;
Jackson & Jeffries 2010; Jackson et al. 2016), and which seem to
be lower mass, lower luminosity PMS stars, chromospherically
active and rapidly rotating, which have not yet depleted their
original Li content (Pallavicini et al. 1997). These stars can be
helpful to study the LDB for this cluster, as well as the age–LDB
luminosity relationship, a reliable and sensitive age calibration
method for clusters in the 20–200 Myr range which requires few
assumptions and is not model-dependent (Barrado y Navascués
et al. 1999; Soderblom 2010; Soderblom et al. 2014).

A.2.2. NGC 6705

Comparing our selection of candidate members for NGC 6705
with existing studies, we note that all of our 27 final UVES can-
didates are listed as NGC 6705 member stars by GES studies
Tautvaišienė et al. (2015) and Jacobson et al. (2016). We also
find 21 and 15 of our UVES candidate stars in the member-
ship GES studies of Magrini et al. (2014) and Magrini et al.
(2017), respectively. On the other hand, we find 119 of our
GIRAFFE candidates listed as members by Cantat-Gaudin et al.
(2014), as well as 55 common candidates in the membership
study of Sampedro et al. (2017), and 77 common members in
the list of Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018). We also note that both
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Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018) and Sampedro et al. (2017) list
a number of our member stars as non-members. We however
decided to classify them as candidate members because they
are included as members in other studies (Messina et al. 2010;
Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2014), and fulfil our membership criteria12.

A.2.3. NGC 4815

Of 29 Li candidates in NGC 4815 we discarded one star
(J12583456−6453419) for not fulfilling our gravity indicator cri-
terion, as well as for having a [Fe/H] value far from the mean of
the cluster. In addition to the remaining 28 Li members, which
fulfil the rest of the criteria, we also accepted the UVES non-Li
member J12572442−6455173, given that it is listed as a candi-
date of NGC 4815 by a series of previous studies (Magrini et al.
2015; Tautvaišienė et al. 2015; Jacobson et al. 2016). This star,
with a Li value significantly far from the other candidates, seems
to be a Li-rich member. Comparing our selection with other
GES studies, we note that five of our eight UVES candidates
are included in the lists of NGC 4815 stars classified as mem-
bers in several studies (Friel et al. 2014; Magrini et al. 2015;
Tautvaišienė et al. 2015; Jacobson et al. 2016). Three of our
eight UVES candidates are also listed in the membership study
of Magrini et al. (2017). Although not listed in these studies, we
consider three additional UVES stars, which fulfilled all of our
membership criteria, as candidates of the cluster. We also find
six of our GIRAFFE candidates listed in Cantat-Gaudin et al.
(2018). Finally, this study includes two of the stars in our can-
didate list as non-members, but we consider them because they
fulfil our membership criteria.

A.3. Old clusters (age >700 Myr)

A.3.1. NGC 6633

Our RV analysis of NGC 6633 reveals a large contaminant popu-
lation with positive RVs in the middle of the distribution, which
could not be discarded with the aid of the 2σ clipping proce-
dure (as we did for most RV contaminants in the tails for the
rest of the clusters in the sample). The presence of this contami-
nant population effectively affected the mean RV rendered by the
Gaussian fit and also gave a very high dispersion even after the
final convergence of the clipping procedure. When comparing
the final fit with literature values, we saw that taking all the con-
taminant positive RVs into consideration caused the mean RV to
deviate considerably from the reference estimate for this cluster
(−28.6 ± 0.1 km s−1). For this reason, we decided to filter this
contaminant population with positive RVs before re-analysing
the RV distribution for the cluster and obtaining a mean and
dispersion which were more probable, and consistent with the
literature values as well. A series of stars from this outlier pop-
ulation could also be discarded when studying the Li, gravity
and/or metallicity criteria, but in other cases it was the RV crite-
rion which helped discard them, given that they seemed to fulfil
all other criteria.

After the RV analysis, of the 131 Li members obtained we
further discarded 12 stars. Three of them we discarded for not
fulfilling the gravity and/or metallicity criteria, and the remain-
ing nine were marginal RV members which presented positive

12 As mentioned above, we relied less heavily on Cantat-Gaudin et al.
(2018) from a comparative viewpoint because the study bases the mem-
bership analysis primarily on Gaia astrometry (parallaxes and proper
motions as well as velocity) and does not use the spectroscopic infor-
mation or lithium as main criteria, as we do in this study.

RVs far from the mean of the cluster rendered by the fit. We
considered these stars to be probable contaminants from the
aforementioned outlier population, given that they significantly
affected the RV mean rendered by the final fit of the candi-
date selection. Five of these stars are additionally listed as non-
members by Randich et al. (2018). Finally, we consider 17 Li
members to be possible members only as they are listed as non-
members by Randich et al. (2018) but also fulfil our membership
criteria. Similarly to the previously discussed intermediate clus-
ters, given the lower resolution of the GIRAFFE spectra, we note
that for the clusters in the old age-range we similarly accepted
as probable candidates most Li members with [Fe/H] values out-
side the σ-limit from the cluster mean provided by our fit (see
Sects. 3.2 and 3.4). As an additional feature of interest, we also
note that the lower metallicity of this cluster, ranging from −0.10
to −0.01 dex (Jeffries et al. 2002; Jacobson et al. 2016), and of
−0.01 ± 0.11 in Magrini et al. (2018), can explain why in our
analysis the EW(Li) envelope for NGC 6633 is above the Hyades
(and thus, the fact that Li is being depleted at a slower pace in
the case of NGC 6633), despite the very similar age of these two
clusters (Umezu & Saio 2000).

Comparing our selection with existing studies, we find 11
of our 13 UVES members in the member list of Jacobson et al.
(2016), and also eight of these UVES candidates in the list of
stars classified as members by Magrini et al. (2017). We also
list the remaining two UVES stars in our selection, which are
not included in any of these studies (Jeffries 1997; Jacobson
et al. 2016; Magrini et al. 2017), given that they fulfil all of our
membership criteria. Regarding our GIRAFFE candidates, we
find one star (J18275896+0629050) in Jeffries (1997), as well as
another (J18275187+0624499) in Peña et al. (2017). Regarding
the studies using data from Gaia, we have 35 and 17 candidates
in common with Randich et al. (2018) and Cantat-Gaudin et al.
(2018), respectively. We also note that, in order to help ascertain
the potential membership of the stars in the field of this cluster,
we also used the additional members in Jeffries (1997), Heiter
et al. (2014), Magrini et al. (2017), and Sampedro et al. (2017).

Focusing on a couple of particular cases for this cluster, we
firstly note that three of our selection candidates present a higher
Li than the rest, but seem to be consistent with the EW(Li) enve-
lope in Jeffries (1997). One of them (J18274267+0639082) is
listed as a non-member in the list of Randich et al. (2018), but we
consider it a member given that it fulfils our membership criteria
and is also listed as a member by other studies (Jacobson et al.
2016; Magrini et al. 2017). Secondly, we note that among our
candidates we find a series of K stars with high values of Li, in
the 3300–4000 K temperature range, some of which are listed as
members by Randich et al. (2018), and in agreement with other
studies such as (Jeffries 1997). As with the case of NGC 2516,
these seem to be lower mass, lower luminosity PMS stars which
have not yet depleted their original Li content (Pallavicini et al.
1997). These stars can be helpful to study the LDB for this clus-
ter, as well as the age–LDB luminosity relationship (Barrado y
Navascués et al. 1999; Soderblom 2010; Soderblom et al. 2014).
In this case, the study of the LDB of the Hyades, of very sim-
ilar age, can be helpful as well (Martín et al. 2018). Finally,
regarding non-members, one of the Li-rich giants in our list
(J18265248+0627259) is listed in Smiljanic et al. (2018).

A.3.2. Trumpler 23

Regarding the old clusters in our sample, as already mentioned
in Sects. 3.2 and 3.4, given the lower resolution of the GIRAFFE
spectra we accepted as candidates a number of Li members with
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[Fe/H] values outside the limit of 2σ from the cluster mean pro-
vided by our fit. Comparing our final selection for Trumpler 23
with other existing GES studies, we find all 11 of our final UVES
candidates to be classified as members of Trumpler 23 by several
studies (Jacobson et al. 2016; Magrini et al. 2017; Overbeek et al.
2017). In spite of being listed as a non-member by Overbeek
et al. (2017), we consider the UVES star J16004025−5329439
as a member, as opposed to a Li-rich giant non-member, given
that it fulfils all our membership criteria, as in Magrini et al.
(2017). Regarding our six GIRAFFE candidates, all are listed as
members by Overbeek et al. (2017), and some also by Sampedro
et al. (2017).

A.3.3. Berkeley 81

As well as the 27 Li members in Berkeley 81, we also consider
one UVES Li-rich giant star (J19014498−0027496) as an addi-
tional candidate instead of a giant contaminant, not only because
it fulfils all of our membership criteria, but also because other
studies (Jacobson et al. 2016; Magrini et al. 2017) considered
it to be a member of this cluster. Comparing our selection with
existing studies, we find that our selection of UVES candidates
coincides with those stars classified as final members by both
Jacobson et al. (2016) and Magrini et al. (2017). As for our
GIRAFFE candidates, we find seven of these candidate stars in
the list of stars classified as RV members of Magrini et al. (2015),
and we also have six stars in common with Gaia study Cantat-
Gaudin et al. (2018).

A.3.4. NGC 6005

Of the 41 Li candidates in NGC 6005 we discarded three stars
for not fulfilling our gravity and/or metallicity criteria. Compar-
ing our selection with other existing GES studies, we find all but
two of our 14 UVES candidates in the list of NGC 6005 stars
classified as members by Jacobson et al. (2016). The remain-
ing two UVES stars in our candidate list (J15553294−5725298
and J15555069−5726255) are not included in this study but we
included them as potential members, as they fulfil all of our
membership criteria. Regarding the GIRAFFE candidates, we
find 11 common stars in Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018).

A.3.5. NGC 6802

Of the 24 Li candidates in NGC 6802 we discarded two UVES
stars for not fulfilling our gravity criterion, and for having [Fe/H]
values far from the mean of the cluster. We also note that we
included two Li members with RVs deviating up to 2.4σ (or
4 km s−1) from the mean of the cluster. These stars fulfil our
main criteria and are also included as members by Tang et al.
(2017). Comparing our selection with other GES studies, we
find that our final UVES candidates are the same as those in the
list of NGC 6802 stars classified as members by both Jacobson
et al. (2016) and Magrini et al. (2017). As for our ten GIRAFFE
candidates, we find all of them in the list of stars classified as
members of NGC 6802 by Tang et al. (2017), and we also have
six common stars with Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018). Regarding
non-members, of the three Li-rich giants found, one of them
(J19303773+2016196) is marginal, with a Li abundance very
close to our criterion of A(Li) > 1.5, and we consider it a a Li-
rich giant for this reason. Finally, one of the Li-rich giants in our
list (J19304281+2016107) is also listed in Casey et al. (2016).

A.3.6. Pismis 18

During the analysis for Pismis 18 we note that we included three
Li members with RVs deviating up to 4.3σ (or 12 km s−1) from
the mean of the cluster. These stars fulfil our main criteria and
are also included as members by a series of studies (Sampedro
et al. 2017; Hatzidimitriou et al. 2019). Comparing our selec-
tion with other existing GES studies, we find all but one of
our final UVES candidates in the list of Pismis 18 stars clas-
sified as members by Jacobson et al. (2016). The remaining star,
J13365001−6205376, is included as a member in Hatzidimitriou
et al. (2019). We also find eight of our candidates listed as high
confidence members in a recent study by Hatzidimitriou et al.
(2019). As for GIRAFFE candidates, we find three of our candi-
date stars in Sampedro et al. (2017).

A.3.7. Trumpler 20

Of the 125 Li candidates in Trumpler 20 we discarded one star
for not fulfilling our gravity criterion and having [Fe/H] values
far from the mean of the cluster. We note that as part of our final
selection we included eight Li members with RVs deviating up
to 4σ (or 7 km s−1) from the mean of the cluster. These stars ful-
fil our main criteria and are also included as members by a series
of studies (Sampedro et al. 2017; Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2018).
Additionally, three of our final UVES candidates are Li-rich
member stars, in agreement with existing GES studies such as
Smiljanic et al. (2016), who discussed two of these three Li-rich
giant members (J12400449−6036566 and J12395566−6035233)
in their analysis. Comparing the members in our selection with
other studies, we firstly note that the 41 UVES candidates in
our list are the same as those in the list of stars classified as
members of Trumpler 20 by both Jacobson et al. (2016) and
Smiljanic et al. (2016). We also find some of our GIRAFFE
candidates in GES studies (Donati et al. 2014b; Tautvaišienė
et al. 2015; Merle et al. 2017), and in the non-GES study
Sampedro et al. (2017), as well as 45 common stars with Gaia
study Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018). On the other hand, we also
note that a couple of stars in our selection, which fulfil all our
criteria, are nevertheless listed as non-members by Sampedro
et al. (2017) and Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018). Finally, we also
find two stars (J12392452−6035361 and J12393024−6037097)
which we listed as potential Li-rich members and fulfil the rest
of our criteria. Given the attested Li-rich members in this clus-
ters, we have listed them as a Li-rich candidates rather than as
Li-rich giant contaminants.

A.3.8. Berkeley 44

Of the 23 Li candidates in Berkeley 44 we discarded one star
for not fulfilling our gravity indicator criterion, and for having
[Fe/H] values far from the mean metallicity of the cluster. We
note that as part of our final selection we included five Li mem-
bers with RVs deviating up to 2 km s−1 from the 2-interval (and
up to 4 km s−1 from the mean of the cluster). These stars fulfil
our main criteria and are also included as members by a series of
studies (Sampedro et al. 2017; Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2018). Com-
paring our selection with other studies, we note that all UVES
stars classified as members by Jacobson et al. (2016) are among
our final candidates. We also find some of our GIRAFFE candi-
dates in Sampedro et al. (2017), and 14 common candidates with
Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018).
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A.3.9. M67

Of the 19 Li members in M67, we consider all but one
as candidate members of the cluster, in agreement with ear-
lier studies which include membership lists for this cluster
(Pace et al. 2012; Pasquini et al. 2012; Carlberg 2014; Geller
et al. 2015; Brucalassi et al. 2017). The remaining Li member
(J08505891+1148192) we listed as a possible member, given
that, while it fulfils all of our membership criteria, it is listed as a
non-member by Geller et al. (2015). We note that we accepted as
a final candidate a star deviating by up to 7.8σ (or 7 km s−1) from
the mean of the cluster, also in agreement with non-GES mem-
bership studies (Pace et al. 2012; Pasquini et al. 2012; Carlberg
2014; Geller et al. 2015). We also used lists of M67 candidates
found in a series of non-GES studies (Hobbs & Pilachowski
1986; Balachandran 1995; Pallavicini et al. 1997; Pasquini et al.
1997; Jones et al. 1999; Randich et al. 2002) to further help us
analyse the stars in our GES sample.

A.3.10. NGC 2243

For NGC 2243, a cluster with particularly low metallicity, we
firstly note that for the individual figures of this cluster, shown in
Appendix B, we considered PARSEC isochrones with Z = 0.006
instead of the usual near-solar metallicity of Z = 0.019 used for
the rest of the clusters in our sample. Regarding the GIRAFFE
stars with Li in the field of NGC 2243 found in the OACT node
(used in addition to the iDR4 sample), we discarded as non-
members about 35 RV members with appreciable values of Li
higher than the upper envelope of the Hyades cluster by up to
40 mÅ. We suggest that these contaminant field stars might be
part of a younger cluster close to NGC 2243. Comparing our
selection of candidates with previous membership studies, we
find most of our UVES member stars in the lists provided by
GES study Magrini et al. (2017), as well as in a couple of non-
GES studies (Jacobson et al. 2011; Heiter et al. 2014). We also
find one of our GIRAFFE candidates (J06292133−3118094)
in Sampedro et al. (2017), and 25 common stars with Cantat-
Gaudin et al. (2018). Given that NGC 2243 and M67 are close
age-wise, we have additionally made use of the Li envelope
created by our candidate selection for M67 (as well as former
M67 attested members) to help confirm the potential member-
ship of the GIRAFFE stars for NGC 2243. We also note that for
this cluster we observe a larger dispersion among the attested
UVES and GIRAFFE candidates, with some members higher in
the EW(Li)-versus-Teff diagram than the rest, also in comparison
with our selection for M67.

Appendix B: Individual cluster figures

B.1. ρ Ophiuchi
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Fig. B.1. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for ρ Oph after the 2σ
clipping procedure.

Fig. B.2. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of ρ
Oph.

Fig. B.3. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for the final candidates of ρ Oph.
All Li non-members are shown in open squares, of which we select
giant and NG field contaminants of interest.
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Fig. B.4. Gravity index γ as a function of Teff for ρ Oph.

Fig. B.5. Kiel diagram for ρ Oph. We use the PARSEC isochrones with
a metallicity of Z = 0.019.

B.2. Chamaeleon I
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Fig. B.6. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for Cha I after the 2σ clip-
ping procedure.
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Fig. B.7. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
Cha I.

Fig. B.8. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for Cha I.
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Fig. B.9. Gravity index γ as a function of Teff for Cha I.

Fig. B.10. Kiel diagram for Cha I.

B.3. γ Velorum

Fig. B.11. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for γ Velorum.

Fig. B.12. Gravity index γ as a function of Teff for γ Velorum.
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Fig. B.13. Kiel diagram for γ Velorum.

B.4. NGC 2547

Fig. B.14. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for NGC 2547.

Fig. B.15. Gravity index γ as a function of Teff for NGC 2547.

Fig. B.16. Kiel diagram for NGC 2547.
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B.5. IC 2391
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Fig. B.17. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for IC 2391 after the 2σ
clipping procedure.
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Fig. B.18. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
IC 2391.

Fig. B.19. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for IC 2391.

Fig. B.20. Gravity index γ as a function of Teff for IC 2391.

Fig. B.21. HR diagram for IC 2391.
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B.6. IC 2602
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Fig. B.22. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for IC 2602 after the 2σ
clipping procedure.
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Fig. B.23. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
IC 2602.

Fig. B.24. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for IC 2602.

Fig. B.25. Gravity index γ as a function of Teff for IC 2602.

Fig. B.26. Kiel diagram for IC 2602.
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B.7. IC 4665
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Fig. B.27. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for IC 4665 after the 2σ
clipping procedure.
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Fig. B.28. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
IC 4665.

Fig. B.29. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for IC 4665.

Fig. B.30. Gravity index γ as a function of Teff for IC 4665.

Fig. B.31. Kiel diagram for IC 4665.
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B.8. NGC 2516
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Fig. B.32. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for NGC 2516.
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Fig. B.33. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
NGC 2516.

Fig. B.34. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for NGC 2516.

Fig. B.35. Kiel diagram for NGC 2516.

B.9. NGC 6705
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Fig. B.36. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for NGC 6705.
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Fig. B.37. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
NGC 6705.
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Fig. B.38. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for NGC 6705.

Fig. B.39. Kiel diagram for NGC 6705.

B.10. NGC 4815
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Fig. B.40. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for NGC 4815.
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Fig. B.41. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
NGC 4815.

Fig. B.42. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for NGC 4815.

Fig. B.43. Kiel diagram for NGC 4815.
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B.11. NGC 6633
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Fig. B.44. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for NGC 6633.
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Fig. B.45. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
NGC 6633.

Fig. B.46. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for NGC 6633.

Fig. B.47. Kiel diagram for NGC 6633.

B.12. Trumpler 23
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Fig. B.48. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for Trumpler 23.
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Fig. B.49. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
Trumpler 23.
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Fig. B.50. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for Trumpler 23.

Fig. B.51. Kiel diagram for Trumpler 23.

B.13. Berkeley 81
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Fig. B.52. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for Berkeley 81.
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Fig. B.53. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
Berkeley 81.

Fig. B.54. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for Berkeley 81.

Fig. B.55. Kiel diagram for Berkeley 81.
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B.14. NGC 6005
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Fig. B.56. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for NGC 6005.
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Fig. B.57. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
NGC 6005.

Fig. B.58. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for NGC 6005.

Fig. B.59. Kiel diagram for NGC 6005.
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Fig. B.60. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for NGC 6802.
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Fig. B.61. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
NGC 6802.
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Fig. B.62. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for NGC 6802.

Fig. B.63. Kiel diagram for NGC 6802.

B.16. Pismis 18
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Fig. B.64. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for Pismis 18.
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Fig. B.65. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
Pismis 18.

Fig. B.66. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for Pismis 18.

Fig. B.67. Kiel diagram for Pismis 18.
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B.17. Trumpler 20
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Fig. B.68. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for Trumpler 20.
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Fig. B.69. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
Trumpler 20.

Fig. B.70. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for Trumpler 20.

Fig. B.71. Kiel diagram for Trumpler 20.

B.18. Berkeley 44
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Fig. B.72. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for Berkeley 44.
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Fig. B.73. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
Berkeley 44.
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Fig. B.74. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for Berkeley 44.

Fig. B.75. Kiel diagram for Berkeley 44.

B.19. M67
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Fig. B.76. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for M67.
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Fig. B.77. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
M67.

Fig. B.78. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for M67.

Fig. B.79. Kiel diagram for M67.
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B.20. NGC 2243
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Fig. B.80. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for NGC 2243.
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Fig. B.81. Gaussian fit of the RV distribution for the final selection of
NGC 2243.

Fig. B.82. EW(Li)-versus-Teff figure for NGC 2243.

Fig. B.83. Kiel diagram for NGC 2243. Due to the metal-poor metal-
licity of this cluster we have considered PARSEC isochrones with
Z = 0.006 instead of the usual near-solar metallicity of Z = 0.019.

Appendix C: Tables with the full lists of cluster

stars with membership analysis

Tables C.1–C.20 are available at the CDS.
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